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Security gates divide campus
By William C. Hendrixson
Correspondent_____________________
Students of MSC, both commuters
and residents alike, may have noticed the
addition of 12 new gates located in
various places around campus.
The new gates, added between last
M arch and early Septem ber, were
installed in various access points to
restrict traffic and illegal parking.
Two gates were put in at each end
of Quarry Road, East Quarry Way and
West Quarry Way, which grant entry to
parking lots 20-26, otherwise known as
the pit.
More gates are located at either end
of the road servicing Webster, Bohn, and
Stone Halls, and a similar arrangement
regulates entry to the Clove Road
apartments and lot 29. Access roads near
Freeman Hall are also fenced off by
hinged iron gates.
Different sets of gates also serve
different functions, varying between
preventing parking that creates a fire
hazard, deterring auto theft, closing off
dangerous roadways due to poor weath
er, and controlling traffic during high
volume times such as football games.
The hours the gates remain open or
closed is random as the Quarry gates
are secured for the entire day whenever
suspicious activities are reported in any
of the quarry lots.
They are also closed after 5:00 p.m.,
the time most auto thefts occur accord
ing to Campus Police.

The gates located at the top of the
hill near Blanton (parking lot 20), will
also be inaccessible during bad weather
to prevent an excess of accidents which
might occur on the steep hill. The gates
situated by W ebster H all are also
manned by a security guard to prevent
parking on that road because it is a state
fire hazard, as it would prevent easy
access by the fire department to Bohn
and Freeman Halls in the event of an
emergency.
Each set of gates cost between $2165
and $2200. The 12 gates installed since
March cost almost $25,000.
The only evidence from Campus
Police in support of the use of the gates
is in reference to the quarry lots, where
car theft is of major concern.
Last February, the month before their
installation, 17 cars were stolen. By
March, following the addition of the
gates, auto theft dropped to 9. In April
car theft had decreased to 6, and only
3 cars were stolen during the month of
May.
Some students seem to recognize this
as some sort of necessity to prevent auto
theft.
A resident student, who wished to
remain anonymous, said, “If it’s going
to stop cars from being stolen, then it’s
good.”
Other students fail to accept their use
as a deterrance.
John Torres, Resident Assistant of
Bohn Hall, said, “If security was posted
it would be effective, but since that’s not

M S C ranked 12th
among public schools
By K. Mun
Correspondent_____________________
Seven of N .J.’s public colleges were
listed in Money magazine’s “ 100 Best
College Value” rankings. MSC ranked
12th in the nation.
Trenton State College was ranked
highest of N.J. state schools as 4. Jersey
City State College was 9th. Also ranked
were: Rutgers New Brunswick, Douglass
College at 24th; Rutgers New Brunswick,
Livingston College at 34th; Rutgers New
Brunswick at 79th; and Rutgers New
Brunswick, Cook College at 85th.
The rankings were issued by compar
ing the quality of education to the cost
of the school.

The cost was determined by compar
ing the expected cost and actual cost of
the school. Schools charging less than
their expected cost were ranked higher.
The quality of the schools was deter
mined by SAT scores, incoming fresh
men class rankings, student-faculty ratio,
graduation rate, percentage of school’s
budget devoted to instruction and the
number of students who go on to get
a PhD.
The last factor was the ability of the
faculty to excite students in the subject
that they were teaching.
Two-year colleges, narrowly special
ized colleges and military academies were
excluded from the survey.
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going to happen, it’s just a nuisance.”
Melisa Puglisi, a commuter, said,
"What about getting mugged, gates can’t
stop that.”
John Clidy, a resident of Bohn Hall
who has a car on campus, said that many
students find that the gates are nothing

more than an additional trial on a
campus that already has problems with
parking and traffic. “There’s no spots as
it is and when the gates are closed, it’s
even more of a pain in the ass to find
a spot.”

The gate located at the lower Quarry Road, giving access to parking lots 2026, as it may be seen at different times during the year. This gate is usually closed
after 5 p.m. during the week, on weekends and during heavy traffic hours.

50 Best Values in College Education
1. New College - U. of S. Florida
2. State U. of N.Y. - Genezeo
3. State U. of N.Y. - Binghamton
4. Trenton State
5. State U. of N.Y. - Albany
6. University of Virginia
7. University of Florida
8. U. of N. Carolina - Chapel Hill
9. Jersey City State
10. University of Hawaii - Manoa
11. Texas A&M
12. Montclair State
13. University of Mississippi
14. State U. of N.Y. - Stony Brook
15. Frostburg State
16. U. of 111. - Urbana-Champaign
17. University of South Dakota
18. Shepherd
19. University of Washington
20. State U. of N.Y. - Buffalo
21. University of Texas - Austin
22. Indiana U. of Pennsylvania
23. Auburn
, 24. Rutgers College
25. Ohio University

W eekend Weather
Today and tommorrow:
Sunny and breezy, high in
the low 70’s. Saturday: A
chance of showers high of 72.
Sunday: Partly sunny high of
70.
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City College of City U. of N.Y.
Mary Washington
Shippensburg U. of Pa.
Bloomsburg University of Pa.
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Radford
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University of California - L.A.
University of South Florida
U. of California - Riverside f—'
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This semester, take som e electives
in communications.
60 m inutes o f
longdistance.
For free.
Movies. Videos.
And more.
For less.

Introducing AT&T
Student Saver Plus.
This year it’ll be easier
to get through college.
Because AT&T has put
together a program of
products and services
that can save
you money.
Whether
you live
on or off
Ä
...,
campus.

Just by choosing any Stu
dent Saver Plus program, you’ll
get up to 60 minutes of free
long distance calls. You’ll also
get a free coupon booklet
good for savings
all around
town.
Gabrielle Kreisler • Skidmore College • Class of 1991

You don’t need
to w ait till spring
to get a break.
With the AT&TR each
O u f A m erica Plan*, you’ll
get savings 24 hours a day
7 days a week. Including
25% off our already low
evening prices?

K eepyour
roommates
in lin e.
Well separate
your long distance
calls from your
roommates’ calls
with AT&T Call
Manager*. And well
do it for free.

Call from
anywhere to
anywhere.
We’ll give you a
free AI& T C alling
Card, even if you don’t have
a phone. So vou’11be able to
make a call from almost any
phone and have it billed to
you, wherever you live.

To enroll in the AI&T Stu
dent Saver Plus programs that
are right for you, or to get the
best value in long distance service, call us. They just might
be the m ost
prof
•st profitable
electives
youll ever take.

1 8 0 0 654-0471 Ext. 1230
AI&T. H elping m ake
college life a little easier.

AT& T
The right choice.

• This service may not be available in residence halls on your campus.
* Discount applies to out-of-state rails riinert-dialed S - 1D nm Siinrlav-FriHav
m «x*lATSr
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Campus Police Report:

WPC professor pleads Eleven arrested fo r
guilty to charges o f alcohol consum ption
marijuana possession
By William C. Hendrixson
Correspondent_________________ _

By Brad Weisberger
Editor-in-chief of WPC Beacon
Donald Vardiman, professor of psy
chology at WPC and former chair of
the psychology department, pleaded
guilty to federal charges of marijuana
possession last Thursday in U.S, District
Court in Newark. Vardiman was arrest
ed when 20 marijuana plants were found
in his home.
The arrest occurred as part of DEA
operation “Green M erchant” which
treated the sales of special growing lights
needed for cultivating marijuana. Var
diman was also charged with selling
marijuana within 1000 feet of a school;
however, this charge was dropped
because police said there was no evidence
to support it.
Sentencing will take place on Nov. 29.
Vardiman faces a possible one year in
prison and a mandatory $1000 fine.
Acting U.S. Attorney Michael Chertoff said this case was prosecuted more
aggressively because of V ardim an’s
position.
“The fact that a college professor
flouts drug laws is disturbing at a time

when education is a critical element in
fighting drugs among students and
young people,” Chertoff said.
Both the college administration and
Vardiman have declined to comment if
this “aggressive” prosecution, resulting
from Vardiman’s position, may be a
violation of civil liberties.
Vardiman is currently teaching a full
course load, said Dennis Santillo,
Director of College Communications.
The college is waiting for an official
confirmation of the court proceedings
and for information from the Attorney
General’s office regarding the college’s
“latitude” in taking disciplinary action
and whether any mandatory action is
required.
“This should take place as quickly as
possible,” Santillo added. Vardiman said
he apologizes for any embarrassment he
may have brought to the college or to
the students.
“I have spent 20 years trying to
improve the programs at WPC. I never
encouraged anyone to use illegal drugs
and always warn of the dangers whe
never the subject comes up during a
lesson," Vardiman said.

Frais on campus?
By Jennifer Thees
Correspondent

The idea of having fraternity and
sorority houses at MSC is not a new
idea, but is becoming more of a reality.
Presently there are 10 fraternities, nine
sororities and eight co-ed fraternities on
campus. Because it’s difficult for these
organizations to afford a house of their
own, there are no houses off-campus.
Some fraternities, such as Tau Kappa
Epsilon (TKE), are trying to save money
for an official residence. A percentage
of TKE fundraisering is going toward
a “house fund.”
Other fraternities, such as Zeta Beta
Tau (ZBT) and Delta Kappa Psi, choose
to rent houses off campus, even though
only five brothers can share each of the
unofficial houses.
Don Oates, president of TKE, said
th a t ou r adm inistration is “ closeminded” toward providing fraternities
with available land like other colleges
do.
Oates also said that many people have
the wrong image of fraternity houses and
what they represent.
“They see fraternity houses as an
‘animal house’ and do not consider
having it as a structured way of life, a
working unit,” said Oates.
Oates says that because of this it will
take a lot of work to convince MSC to
support the funding of these houses.

Tony Tuths, president of ZBT, said
that Dr. Edw ard M artin, dean of
students, has been very supportive of the
idea of fraternity housing.
Tuths asks, in reference to the new
construction plans, “although funding is
tight, how hard would it be to clear a
small patch of land for a fraternity or
sorority house?”
“Fraternity and sorority houses would
be an attraction for the school and be
a good motivator for school spirit,” said
Tuths.
Dean Rogers, president of Delta
Kappa Psi, said that it is difficult for
a bond to form between brothers since
there are no houses. This causes the
members to be scattered among the
dorms, Clove Road and off-campus
housing.
“A frat house adds to the whole social
life, the whole image and the whole
experience of going to college,” said
Oates.
“The door is not shut and locked,”
Dean Martin said about fraternity and
sorority houses, “and the school is open
for discussion.”
He also agreed that the organizations
have benefitted the campus and that he
is waiting for a proposal from either the
fraternities or sororities for a housing
plan.
“The organizations must develop
knowledge and experience in order to
make it a large activity. They should take
other schools as examples,” said E)ean
Martin, “It is not a question Of if and
when, but how.”
......

□Arrests: There were 11 arrests this
week. All of the arrests were alcohol
related.
-Sept. 14 at 12:30 a.m. Eight male
students were found to be in possession
of open and closed alcohol containers
by campus police patrolling the area,
noticing suspicious activities in the
amphitheater. The students were arrest
ed and charged with underage possession
and consumption of alcohol.
-Sept. 14 at 1:00 a.m. Two male students
spotted by police dropped cups contain
ing beer and fled. The students were
chased by the officers and when caught,
arrested and charged with underage
possession and consumption of alcohol.
-Sept. 14 at 12:10 a.m. A male student,
when questioned by a campus police
officer for holding a plastic bottle, was
found to be intoxicated and in possession
of alcohol. He claimed he was "only
holding it for a friend", and was
consequently arrested and charged for
underage possession and consumption of
alcohol.
□Accidents:
-Sept. 8 at 9:53 p.m. The traffic control
iron gate near Clove Road was crashed
through after the football game, with
only a partial description of the license
plates by campus security. A student
later turned himself in, claiming he
hadn’t noticed the gate, and fled only
because he was intoxicated and had
panicked.
□ C ar Break-ins:
-Sept. 13 between 10:30 p.m. and 12:00
a.m. A 1990 Nissan was broken into in
lot 28, the window was smashed and the
glove box was rummaged through.
Although the police report states that
nothing was stolen, other sources claim
that the radio was stolen.
-Sept. 15-16 between 11:30 p.m. and 9:15
a.m. A 1991 Geo Storm was broken into
and the ignition lock was smashed,
indicating that someone had attempted
to steal the car but did not succeed for
some unknown reason.
-Sept. 15-16 between 6:00 p.m. and 12:00
p.m. A 1984 Ford Escort was broken
into, nothing was stolen.
□Theft:
-Sept. 14 between 5:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m. One television and two VCRs were
stolen from Partridge Hall classrooms.
Campus police have no suspects.

-Sept. 14 between 9:45 and 9:50 a.m. A
student’s bookbag was stolen outside the
college bookstore. Students are required
to leave any bags behind, outside the
store, with obviously inadequate super
vision.
-Sept. 14 between 12:45 and 12:55 a.m.
Three pies were stolen from a Domino’s
vehicle while the delivery person was
bringing an order into Stone Hall. As
the delivery person was reporting the
theft, another pie was stolen.
□Bom b Scares:
-Sept. 12 at 4:38 a.m. A bomb threat
was called in and Blanton Hall was
subsequently evacuated. The evacuation
lasted 30 minutes and nothing was
found.

□ Fire Alarms: The 300 complex at Clove
Road had two false alarms.
-Sept. 13 at 3:24 a.m. A female resident
of the 300 complex accidentally set off
a fire alarm by attempting to quiet a
buzzing noise emitting from it. She
denied the incident upon investigation
by Little Falls Fire Department, but later
confessed that after a fight with her
boyfriend, he struck the alarm, causing
the buzzing sound, and that she had only
attempted to repair it.
-Sept. 14 at 1:11 a.m. While campus
police were clearing a crowd which had
formed outside the Clove apartments,
they noticed 4 males running from the
300 complex immediately following a
fire alarm. The suspects were pointed out
by witnesses, and when questioned, a
Rutgers Newark student admitted to the
act with lack of any explanation. He was
arrested and charged with disorderly
conduct with intention to create a
hazard.
□M iscellaneous:

-Sept. 12 between 2:15 and 3:40 a.m.
Graffiti was scribed on the outside of
Richardson Hall, including the word
"nasty" and an unknown symbol.
-Sept. 13 at 11:30 p.m. A fight in progress
was called in from the Clove Rd.
apartm ents, claiming 10 males had
forced entry and started an argument. ,
The 10 males were already gone when
campus police had arrived.
-Sept. 15«aU3:00 p^m. A male student
wearing nothing but a t-shirt and
pantyhose cut off at the knee was seen
running around the student center. He
was not apprehended and his identity,
at least, remains unknown.

S G A N ew s
By George Olschewski
Staff Writer
SGA legislator Susan Herbst was
elected President Pro Tempore yester
day. Herbst is now responsibe for
chairing SGA meetings on Wednesdays
should the vice president be absent and
is the chairperson of the constitutional
review committee.
Thomas Czemiecki, Director of Ex
ternal Affairs, suggested that students
and legislators get involved in their local
municipalities. He feels that if students
get the interest of their local council, they

can write resolutions and send them to
Trenton to stop Governor Florio’s cuts
in higher education.
“By writing resolutions, many mu
nicipalities helped reform Division of
M otor Vehicles policy. Imagine what we
can do for higher education?” Czemiecki
said.
The SGA also nominated their can
didates for Homecoming King and
Queen. Paul Naklicki was nominated for
king, and Tracey Pino for queen.
The Iota Gamma Xi sorority was
granted a class three charter.
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The Department o f Economics
School o f Business Administration
Montclair State
Presents

IRAN
A DECADE
AFTER
THE REVOLUTION
A Conference of Expert Panelists:
Shahia Haerl, Harvard University, “Women in Iran After the Revolution”
Abbas Amanat, Yale University, “Cultural Developments in Post-Revolutionary Iran”
Patrick Clawson, Foreign Policy Research Institute, Philadelphia, “Iranian Economy After the Revolution’
Ervand Abrahamian, Baruch College, “Khomeini’s View of Private Property, Society, & State”
Luncheon Keynote Speaker: R.K. Ramazani, University of Virginia, “Iran’s Foreign Policy After the Revolution

»

Friday, October 26,1990
Russ Hall, Kops Lounge
8:30 am - 2:30 pm
Conference and Luncheon - $15.00
For Further Information call 893-5255
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MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE Fall 1990
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES GILBRETH HOUSE 893-5211
PERSONAL GROWTH WORKSHOPS

T120QXE x $1979 111

The Psychological Services Center will offer five workshops designed to help students
manage academic stress and develop their potential. Each one helps the participants
take a close look at one dimension o f their lives and make whatever changes are
necessary. They will meet one hour a week for six weeks. These workshops are in
addition to the regular program o f individual and group counseling and psychotherapy
offered by the Psychological Services Center.
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ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
Participants will have the opportunity to think about how their development was
different from that o f others, how they can break the cycle, and how they can more
effectively deal with the alcoholics in their families. Time: Fridays, at 12:00 noon,
beginning October 5,1990.

screen

• AutoR esume

• BuIIMn 1.44MB 5.5" FDD

OVERCOMING ACADEM IC STRESS
This workshop is for students who are especially uncomfortable while taking tests,
giving presentations, or participating in classroom discussions and activities. Several
methods will be discussed that can help to reduce stress. Time: Thursdays at 1:00
p.m., beginning October 4,1990.

LOWEST PRICES EVER
WITH
EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTSI
Call about y o u » today!

D S R , Inc
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PARENTING
This group is designed to help parents improve their child-rearing skills and to be
better able to cope with the demands o f parenting in contemporary society. Time:
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m., beginning October 2,1990.
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HELPING OUR SELVES (for womem who have been victims o f physical, verbal
or sexual abuse.)
This is an ongoing group for women who have been victims o f any form o f abuse.
We well doscuss its effects on our lives and help each other to grow happier and
healthier (Co-sponsored with the Women’s Center). Time: Thursday at 12:00 noon,
beginning October 4,1990.
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MEN IN A COMPETITIVE WORLD
This group is designed as a supportive forum for men to discuss issues such as,
vocational planning and stress on the job, dating and social pressures, and coping.
Time: Thursday at 12:00 noon, beginning October 4,1990.
WOMEN’S WORKSHOP: TRANSITIONS, CHALLENGES, A N D CHOICES
This workshop will focus on women’s feelings in the exploration o f transitions, choices
and values in their lives. Time: Tuesday at 3:30 p.m., beginning October 2,1990.
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COMPUTER ASSISTED PSYCHOLOGICAL DISCOVERY
The Psychological Services Center has several exciting programs for individuals to
use independently on our computer. The following programs available are:

\

•H E L P -S T R E S S *LIFE/TIM E MANAGER »COPING WITH STRESS »AT EASE
To sign up for these workshops come to Psychological Services Center, Gilbreth House, or
call extention 5211 (Ms. Morrow, Secretary).
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New trustee appointed
By Ann Daly
Staff Writer ______________________
Margaret Rosario Rivera has been
appointed by Govemer Fiorio to M SC’s
board of trustees.
Rivera will serve a six-year term
overseeing MSC’s academic, administra
tive and student services programs.
“I’m very excited about being appoint
ed,” said Rivera. “I only hope my
educational background and experience
will help MSC in a variety of ways over
the next six years.”
Rivera, a former probation officer in
M iddlesex C ounty, entered higher
education as an admissions counselor for
Rutgers University College of Engineer
ing and Pharmacy, specializing in the
recruiting of minority students. She also
served as the director of admissions for
Livingston College.
The appointment to M SC’s board of
trustees marks the second gubernatorial

post for Rivera. She was also appointed
to the New Jersey Commission on the
Status of Women.
“I hope that not only am I visible at
board meetings, but that I’ll have the
opportunity to interact with students and
faculty,” Rivera said.
Last week marked Rivera’s first board
meeting. Rivera said that she felt positive
about the meeting and recieved a warm
welcome from both faculty and students.
“I’m still learning and getting to know
MSC,” she said. “I see my first year as
a learning experience; learning about the
college, it’s students and it’s programs.”
Rivera is also involved with the Board
i of Directors for ASPIRA Inc., of New
Jersey, the New Jersey Hispanic Wom
en’s Task Force, the State Advisory
Committee on the College Outcomes
Evaluation Program, the Society of
Hispanic Engineers, and the Hispanic
Association of Higher Education of New
Jersey.
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□The SGA will be holding Voter Registration and Absentee Ballot Week from
Sept. 24-29. Students who have reached the age of 18 and are United States
and New Jersey residents will be able to register to vote in the upcoming November
elections. There will be a table outside the cafeteria on the second floor of
the Student Center between the hours of 9 a.m. and 7 p.m. Also available
will be absentee ballots for registered voters who will not be home to vote
in November.
□CLEP Testing (College Level Exam Program) will be taking place this month
on Wednesdays and Thursdays from 5-8:30 p.m. in room 120 of Richardson
Hall. Five general and 30 subject examinations are offered, each test being
90 minutes in length. The fee is $38 per test, and registration deadline is three
weeks before the test. Sponsored by the Center for Continuing Education. Call
Rich Taubald at 893-5154 for more information or registration.
□CLEP Workshops take place 10 a.m.-l p.m. Saturdays, Sept. 15-Dec. 1, College
Hall, room 121. The workshops offered are: Sept. 15 & 22: English; Sept. 29, \
Oct. 6 & 13: Mathematics; Oct. 20 & 27: Humanities. All workshops are offered
consecutively, and are not repetitive. Fee: $3 per session. Call Alicia P. Savage,
893-4431.
□The TOEFL Registration Deadline (Test of English as a Foreign Language) ;
is Monday, Sept. 24. Applications are available through Career Services in the
Student Center Annex, room 104. Fee: $31. Call the Educational Testing Service
at (609)921-9000.
□H.R.O. (Human Relations Organization) is having a communication workshop
on Sept. 25th, Tuesday, at 7:00 pm. The workshop will be held on the 4th
floor of the Student Center, room 419. For more information call 893-7348
or stop by the office in the Student Center, room 403.
□The Union for Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Concerns will meet every Monday
at 4 p.m. in room 416 of the Student Center.
Lectures
□ “Getting Ready for Reality.” Friday, Sept. 21, at noon in McEachern Recital
Hall.
□1990 Presidential Lecture will feature Dr. Henry Louis Gates, W.E.B. DuBois
Professor of Literature at Cornell University, to discuss “On Transforming the
American Mind: Race and the Canon.” The free event will be in Memorial
Auditorium on Oct. 2 at 8 p.m. Sponsored by the MSC Alumni Association.
Call Anilta Walters at 893-4350.
□STAND will be sponsoring a lecture by Philip Agee, ex-CIA agent, on
corruption within the CIA. The lecture will take place in room 411 of the Student
Center on Oct. 2 at 7:30 p.m. Admission is $3 for students, $5 for non-students.
For more information, call 857-1342.

Recycling program enacted
By Lisa Cammarota
Correspondent

A new recycling plan will go into effect
at MSC in two weeks with the arrival
of new trash receptacles for aluminum
cans.
MSC is planning to spend $2,000 a
year toward the plan. Other expenses
needed for the plan, such as a dumpster
and maintenance services, will be ab
sorbed by the existing budget allocated
for garbage disposal.
According to Thomas Stepnowski,
assistant vice president of facilities, the
college has requested from the state a
$66,000 priority package. The package
would be a special grant provided by
the state, and MSC would use the funds
for the recycling plan.
The Conservation Club has been
pushing the administration to enact a
recycling plan for several semesters, but
no formal action had been taken because
of insufficient funding.

Stepnowski, who has been consulting
with the Conservation Club in regards
to the plan, considers their collaboration
important since the members are stu
dents.
Nancy Smith of the Conservation
Club stressed the need for MSC to get
on the recycling bandwagon, “The other
state schools are recycling, but we are
not” she also added, “As our landfills
get full we (New Jersey) are shipping
garbage further and further west which
costs more money".
At this time, the college has a deal
with a garbage hauler. MSC was given
permission to use a dumpster at no cost
to the college, provided that the hauler
is permitted to keep the money that he
collects from the recycling center.
Costs are also being kept at a min
imum since the transportation of the
aluminum cans is being left up to the
maintenance staff.
The staff is being given the option to
take home as many cans as they desire.
They can then take the cans to a recycling
center for their own profit.

Seminars
□ “Time Management,” a study skills seminar by Gladys E. Tate, Assistant
Director of the College Tutorial Center, will be on Tjjqjsday, Sept. 20, from
noon to 1:30 p.m., Building E, in the conference room. Sponsored by the College
Tutorial Center. Call Gladys Tate at 893-5425.
□Study skills seminar on “Introduction to the Electronic Learning Laboratory
(ELL)” by Tom Pruyear, ELL coordinator. The seminar will be on Sept. 25,
from noon to 1:30 p.m., Building E. Sponsored by the College Tutorial Center.
Call Gladys E. Tate at 893-5425.
□Career Services will be sponsoring ‘Discover D is c o v e r a free seminar that
teaches students how to use a computerized guidance system to explore various
careers. The event will be on Thursday Sept. 27 in the Student Center Annex,
room 106 from 2-3 p.m.
□“Innovative Strategies in Home Economics - Preparing Students for the 21st
Century,” will be held Oct. 5, from between 8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. on campus.
Register by Sept. 21. Fee: $25. Sponsored by Life Skills Center/Department
of Home Economics, in cooperation with the Home Economics Alumni Group.
Cal’ Dr. Joan Bernstein at 893-4172.
□“Computing in the 1990’s,” the second Computer Science Curriculum
Conference, is sponsored by the Department of Higher Education. Keynoters
and panelists will discuss expectations of MIS and computer science graduates,
object-oriented programming and other topics. The event will be held in the
Student Center Ballrooms on Oct. 12, 8:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Fee: $10. Register
by Sept. 28. Call Dr. Hubert Johnson at 893-7238.
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Unless you really enjoy reading manuals,
get a Maeintosh.
Tim Moses
Computer Science
Vanderbilt University

“Macintosh practically eliminates the need to
keep manuals next to my computer, because regardless of which program I’m using-I can
open, close, save, and print files in exactly
the same way And you can’t say that about
any other computer.
“Today lots of other computers are
attempting to look and work like a
Macintosh, but it’s just not possible,
y They’re too fundamentally different
to begin with. This may sound
a little strange, but comparing
a Macintosh to other com
puters is like comparing apples to
oranges. You can squash the orange
into shape and paint it to look like an apple,
but underneath the makeup, it’s still
an orange.
“It’s fu n n y -I work at the Vanderbilt
computer store and IVe seen lots of people
switch from other computers to Macintosh,
but I’ve never seen anybody with a
Macintosh switch to another computer.”

Come to the MacFest !
September 27th from 10am-3pm
located in Cafeteria C

Why do people love Macintosh?
Ask them.
c 1990 Apple Computer. Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks ol Apple Computer. Inc
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Move 10 years ahead o f th e class.

The new HP 48SX and
a free ‘library card’can
get you there.
With over 2100 built-in functions, our
new HP 48SX Scientific Expandable
calcu lato r takes a q u a n tu m leap into
th e 21st century. Buy an HP 48SX
b etw een A ugust 15 an d O ctober 15,
1990, and HP will send you a free
HP Solve Equation Library card (a
$99.95 retail value).
T he plug-in application card alone
contains m ore th an 300 science and
engineering equations, as well as
th e periodic table, a constants’ library,
an d a m ulti-equation solver. It’s like
having a stack of reference books right
a t your fingertips.
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The HP 48SX calculator is so advanced,
it will change the way you solve prob
lem s forever. It integrates graphics
w ith calculus, lets you en ter equations
th e way you w rite them , an d does
autom atic u n it m anagem ent.
C heck your cam pus bookstore or HP
retailer for H P’s range of calculators
an d special back-to-school offers.
T hen check out the calculators th a t
are years ahead of th eir class.

There is a better way.
HEW LETT
PACKARD
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C1C and CLUB capers at the Student Center:
Quests fo r com edy, music, and cars
By Valerie KaHtin
Features/Outlook Editor
They laughed, they rocked, they gave
directions — all in a week’s work.
Both the College Life Union Board
(CLUB) and Class 1 Concerts (C1C)
sponsored activities for the campus this
week as part of their programming as
SGA organizations. Yet Tuesday night,
after the excitement died, a little charity
was in order.
One of the performers was lost.
“How can a 30-year-old man lose his
car on a college campus?” Ben Creed
asked himself.
Creed was the headliner in CLUB’s
first Comedy All-Star Show of the
semester held Tuesday night in the
Student Center Cafeteria. Chaz Juszczak, CLUB’s comedy chairperson, said
the event drew a sellout crowd of more
than 250 people. Admission was $2.00.
“We have five shows during the
semester,” Juszczak said, who contracted
Top Draw Entertainment for Tuesday
night’s show.
The comedy committee is allotted
$12,000 of CLUB’s yearly $93,000 SGA
budget to organize the shows. The rest
of the money is used to plan events such
as movie nights, trips to New York City,
and homecoming.
Creed was joined by Donna Cooper
of Showtime at the Apollo and Will

Miller of MTV’s Half-hour Comedy
Hour, each with a fair amount of college
and local hum or. Creed, who has
appeared on Comic Strip Live and in
the movie The Dirtiest Dozen, sprinkled
- the crowd with comments about parties,
relationships, politics, and himself.
“That’s not a forehead — that’s a fivehead,” he quipped onstage, using his
brow to flip a cigarette into his mouth.
He was still smoking when three students
came to his rescue.
Paul Giamboi, Paula Flavin, and
Helena Doyle, all sophomores, were
leaving th ro u g h the d o o rs by the
Rathskellar when Creed approached
them.
j
“He just looked so lost,” Flavin said.
“He came up to us and said, ‘Do you
guys know how to get to the special
permit lot?’ We said, ‘Follow us.’ ”
Both she and Doyle are members of
the Cl C stage crew, and remembered the
parking lot was near the loading dock.
“We knew where the 16§3irig dock was
from loading equipment for C1C,” said
Doyle, who, with Giamboi and Flavin,
escorted Creed to his car.
While charity may be a sideline for
these two, helping C lC with its program
ming is not. Both were on hand for the
first Open “Mic” Night of the semester
held last night in the Rathskellar.
Thirteen acts — a mix of keyboards,
vocals, and acoustics — played on a

Bight instruction,” said Will Miller, a
comer stage before a crowd estimated
at close to 100, including Rathskellar
patrons. Admission was $1.00.
“We had Open ‘Mic’ Nights last year,”
said C1C Publicity Manager Michelle
Cyr. “ They were so successful we
eventually had to have a sign-up sheet
because we couldn’t fit them all in.”
The performers, all MSC students,
entertain strictly for the crowd’s and their

of prefrom the Comedy All-Star Show.
own enjoyment. “It’s personal expres
sion,” Cyr said.
In addition, three bands were chosen
to perform last night. “They were picked
out of a hat, to make it fair,” Cyr said.
Mike Dell started things off by saying,
“Welcome to Open ‘Mic’ Night. I’m
Mike, and I’m opening.” He followed
with an acoustic act of three songs: “Go
cont. on p. 10

A ll Around the Cam pus — Students Speak
t

i

D o you think that the additional gates and fences
on campus will decrease the amount o f car thefts?
“Yes. I am confident in the new system
and I’m sure it will reduce the thefts.

“No. An increase of patrolling the lots
by campus police would be a better idea.
Of course, a competent campus police
would help, too.”

Susan Beard, Junior
Political science

John Toth, Sophomore
Accounting

“Yes, most likely. It might not reduce
break-ins, but actually might reduce car
thefts, especially down in the pit. We
definitely need signs, though; I often get
stuck in traffic jams because some gate
is closed.” -

“Yes. It minimizes the number of exits
at crime-prone hours and enables the
police to monitor one exit instead of
many. Unfortunately, convenience is at
times compromised to ensure overall
safety.

Jessica Kane, Senior
Psychology

Daniel E. A. Thomas, Senior
Biology

Com piled by John Tibbetts
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D “Coed sexually molested - suspect stiU at large’
A 21-year-old MSC student on her way to a morning class
and
a

s S E

□

y molested
the bushes
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Four MSC students with an off-campus apartment contemplated taking their
landlord to district court for unfit living conditions. Raymond Stover, the dean of
housing, said that the college could only act as a mediator m the students situation,
and that it was up to them to take action themselves.

Roger Ham (center) offers students pamphlets on the Middle East crisis.

By George Olschewski
Staff Wnter________________ _______
a “Oversight leaves residence halls in poor condition”
Returning residents found their rooms and Clove Road apartments damaged as
a result of overbooking during summer youth, sports, and handicapped programs.
Many complained of broken mirrors and beds, chipped paint, and plumbing and
electrical problems. Asbestos removal from the first nine fioors of Bohn Hall also
left sufficient damage.

Breaking the bank

The table was small, but the issues
were large.
The “LaRouche for Justice” campaign
set up a table in the Student Center mall
Tuesday afternoon, asking students how
they felt about the United States’ military
presence in the Middle East.
“W ere here to build an anti-war
movement against a U.S. military strike
against Iraq, and to promote a peace
plan based on economic development in
the Middle East,” said Roger Ham, a
campaign spokesperson.
MSC isn’t the only college campus the
cam paign, named alter now-jailed
political activist Lyndon LaRouche, is
targeting.
“We’re going to campuses all over the
nation,” Ham said. “College students
were very influential in putting an end
to the Vietnam War, and we feel that
they can help us a lot.”
Ham said a campaign member and
subscriber to their newspaper, The New
Federalist, an MSC student he did not
identify insisted that they come to the
campus.

“We have to get Bush to stop watching
Rambo movies,” Ham said to passersby.
“We have to get more Americans to start
participating and discussing changes in
national policy.”
“ We want to reinstitute selfgovernment,” added Dennis Ingalls, who
was assisting Ham.
The table was not cleared through the
office of Student Activities, said Director
Chuck Finer, but in the interest of free
speech, it was allowed.
“It would have been nice if they had
cleared it through us first, but we really
can’t say no to them,” Finer said.
Ham agreed “We didn’t ask permis
sion to be here, but it is considered a
First Amendment activity.” he said.
Most students we have spoken to ai>.
very interested and concerned, especially
those of draft age,” Ham added. “Also,
a good many students are getting the
impression that they are being lied to
by the government and the media.”
The “LaRouche for Justice” campaign
is hoping to start some kind of forum
on the WPSC campus in the near future

Student Center capers
It was a case of being in the wrong (or right) place at the right time
Sophomore Anthony Hoban, 20, went to use the automatic teller machine after
his film1class yesterday when the door locked behind him.
“I was trapped,” Hoban said, as members of Phi Alpha Psi Senate gathered
around to offer support and suggestions. The door mechanism has been broken
since school opened, and in fact, trapped five workers repairing the machine Monday
afternoon.
Dr. Doug Tomlinson of the English department arrived on the scene minutes
later. “He was just in my class,” said Tomlinson, as he attempted to jimmy the
lock with a pen.
Tomlinson eventually freed his student by wedging a key between the dooijam.
Those gathered around cheered as Hoban emerged, but Tomlinson was quick to
downplay his heroics.
“I was coming to use the bank,” he said.

cont. on p. 11
to the River.” a romantic rendition of
"Stormy Weather ” and his own com
position about peace for all mankind.
Next came the bluegrass-style Vital
Element, who was followed later in the
evening by Cruise Control and Mental
Floss, intermingled with four acoustic
acts and a variety of classic and original
tunes.
The audience was treated to a surprise
act shrouded in secrecy — Texas Tom
and the Ape-murdering Yuppies from
Mars — that was really SGA president
Tony Susco in disguise.
The last-minute entry Electric Ghost
closed the evening with Led Zepplin-style
classic rock.
Part of C IC’s yearly $70,000 SGA

budget was used for last night’s equip
ment. The rest is allotted for events such
as Tuesday’s upcoming Rap Show
(featuring acts from Trenton and Ne
wark), the Battle of the Bands (where
performers compete for prize money),
and the semester’s big concert.
In the past, MSC has hosted Eddie
Money, Little Feat, and Bad English,
to name a few. Cyr offered no clues as
to whom this year’s act will be, however.
“It isn’t confirmed yet,” she said.
After such a week of humor, music,
and irony, what could possibly cap it
off? Doing it again, of course.
“It was a pretty well-behaved crowd,”
Creed said. “I’d love to come back.”
There are at least three students who
would like to see him again.
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B A C K T O SCHOOL
DANCE PA R TY
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M ONTCLAIR STATE C O I
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COME TO:
DELTA EPSILON CHI'S (RETAIL CLUB)
OPEN HOUSE
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
I PM
ROOM C-3J0
ALL WELCOME!
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DELTA EPSILON CHI IS A CLASS IV ORGANIZATION
OF SGA.
^asHBHaaasseFLOATATION T A N K CENTER*
You can participate in our:
*Give relaxation in the Floatation Tank.
*Achieve higher w hole brain integration
through the Synchronizer's tune up program s.
¿y^siBouc^i - Certified M assage Therapist.
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HOT LINE COMICS
Buy’ Sell

515 Valley Brook Ave.
Lyndhurst , N.J. 07071

have believed that one little computer could make I
FATSO FOGARTY'S S I'd never
such an incredible difference in my academic and working life.
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Miriam Stoll
B.A. History, Dartmouth College
M.B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Business
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College Nile?"
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Every WEDNESDAY! g

computers just sat there. So I had a choice: wait for
a Macintosh, or come back at 6 a m. to grab one
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producing eveiything from spreadsheets
to a company newsletter.
“ Today I use Macintosh to help

p

No Cover Charge!
$4.00Pitchers of Beer!
$1.00 Beers until 10:3o!

Shot Specials!
Gift G iveaw ays!
See ya there!

"After business school, I took a job
at a large bank and used my Macintosh for

me run my ow n management consulting

Of JNSC.

§

"At our computer lab I'd always find lines o f people
waiting to use the Macintosh computers, while other

before they'd all be taken.

Dance,R ock ’n Party to I
| the music of D.J. Jeanne |

-

"1 became a Macintosh concert in business school.

firm.When I give a presentation, I can
see in people's faces that they're reallyimpressed. And that makes me feel great.
"Sometimes I take Friday off, put my
Macintosh and skis in the car, and head for
,,

the mountains. 1 ski days and work
nights. It’s perfect.
“You know; I can’t say where
I ’ll be in five, ten, or
;s •.;

fifteen years, but I can
say that m y Macintosh
will be there with me!1

1SJSL9RJ3?e>1SK-9 a

T o k o R t 3 E a s t t o Ridge R tf. M a k e a r ig h t,
follow dow n 1.5 m ile s cm y o u r le f t ! 991 -9885 '
384 R id g e R d . in N o rth A rlin gton .

Come to the MocFest !
September 27th from 10om-3pm
located in Cafeteria C

Why do people love Macintosh*?
Ask them.

i

C 1990 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc
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Register to vote
September 24-29
9am to 7 pm
2ad floor of the Student Center
or vote by absentee ballet

It’s your turn to be
heard. Choose your own
leaders. Feel the power. Vote!
Sponsored by the S 6 A .

FEEL THE

x POWER

sponsored by

PHILUPS PETROLEUM COMPANY

»mm

WOTEmERKA
f

AMERICA'S FUTURE DEPENDS ON AMERICA'S VOTERS

A non-partisan project of the Vote America Foundation.

E d ito rial
A re security gates the answer?
Campus Police has attempted to reduce car thefts by installing gates to restrict
the flow of traffic leaving campus. Anyone who has tried to leave campus after
five o’clock is well aware of this inconvenience.
The goal of security is to both limit exit points, and keep a closer watch
over vehicles that leave campus in hopes that if someone were to report a brakein, the thief would be locked in.
According to Campus Police, the idea has been working and th6re has been
a reduction in the amount of cars reported stolen .
It would seem that Campus Police has gone overboard by placing gates at
every possible location. At $2,200 per gate with 12 gates, the administration
might have considered putting some of that money into hiring more police
to patrol the lots.
Gates do nothing to prevent break-ins for stereos or vandalism, and are misused
in restricting access to Clove Road on weekends. On a Saturday night after
9:00 p.m., there are always several parking spots avavialable that students are
denied access to, and are forced to park in the Quarry lot which is the most
susceptible to theft and vandalism.
How does Campus Police jusitfy placing two gates less than a hundred feet
apart on Quarry Road? And why put two gates on East Quarry Way and
West Quarry Way when there is no exit point between them?
This is an outlandish waste of money, and serves no purpose in helping to
reduce car theft. This is not to mention MSC’s incredibly expensive anwswer
to illegal parking. By Freeman Hall, the service road to Valley Road already
had a gate at the bottom, but recently a gate was installed at the top to prevent
people from parking there. Between Webster and Stone Hall a gate was installed
for the sole purpose of preventing students from parking on that street. It would
seem that a better solution to stop illegal parking might have been employed
rather than spending 4,400 dollars.
Campus Police’s orginal idea of restricting exit points to deter theft is a good
idea, but the idea was taken too far. Gates should not be just thrown up anywhere,
but instead should be carefully placed in order to allow optimum efficiency.
Putting up gates everywhere is not the answer to ending problems with breakins and vandalism, a stricter patrolling of the lots is still the best answer.
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Student VOice

by Adriana Gaie

Thank you , G ov. Fiorio
Since Governor Florio took office in
January 1990, New Jersians have expe
rienced the highest tax hike ever, in the
history of America.
Within nine short months, Florio has
raised tuition 13%, income tax, sales tax,
motor vehicle registration and so on. So
much debate from angry tax payers
happened over the past few months that
in August, Florio was forced to address
the state on television.
In his speech (WOR-channel 9) he told
generous New Jersians that the reason
for taxing us so heavily was because New
Jersey is in terrible debt. Well Jim, if
New Jersey is indeed in horrible financial
shape, then where is the 10.2 million
dollars coming from in order to fund
the bill you passed in August to restore
our parks and historical monuments?
There seems to be hypocrisy in Florio.
If we are in such bad financial shape,
then why is he spending an enormous
amount of our money to restore parks?
Is this not a “luxury” that a state provides
when there is surplus of money?

I’d like to thank Jim Florio for his
concern in aesthetics, but with all his tax
increases, who has got time to play in
a park? Most people I know work at
least two jobs just to get by. This
politician is certainly off target.
Next. In the Governor’s television
speech, he prom ised angry college
students that the drastic rise in tuition
would provide us with better schools.
Well I’d like to ask the Governor what
exactly does “better” mean. Does it mean
better professors, and better quality
equipment for the students? Or does it
mean a one-million dollar phone system
for administrators at MSC?
Governor Florio needs to stop saying
“trust me” and get on a functional clear
path. Taking tax from toilet paper to
adjust George Washington’s tie in some
park is idiotic.
So what can New Jersians do? They
can join Hands Across New Jersey in
a rally in Trenton on September 23. It
is that clear.

Waste not, want not
Americans throw out 320 billion
pounds of garbage a year. That’s an
INCREASE of 80% since 1960 - and
we have just about run out of places to
throw it.
You should see the front steps of the
Student Center; it’s dangerous
I’ve seen aluminum cans on the shelf
and in with paper in the ladies rooms
here in the Student Center.

And fresh cantaloupe & styrofoam
on Stone Hall’s Lawn this summer.

Is there any recycling here at Montclair
State? You bet! Our new styrofoam cups
in the cafeteria shows Wood Inc.’s
concern for mankind’s susvival.
What do you mean, the Lord has only
you and me. Well, I’d like you Amer
ican’s yes, each student and faculty/staff
person here to pick up two pieces of litter
everyday and begin to recycle aluminum
cans in College Hall’s 1st floor container
and, or the 1st and 3rd floor containers!
Will we say it’s not my business or will
smile and PICK IT UP. Better yet, get
it in the barrel on the first try and give
yourself two points.

This is your home away from home.
You wouldn’t treat your home like this.

Barbara Bugbee
Alumnae

I found an empty paint can hanging
from a tree on Webster Road yesterday.
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Coach falsifies track records
Athletic records are, like all other
records, important for two main reasons:
First, for their historical perspective, and
second for their potential to be broken.
As a former track and field and cross
country coach, I have read with increas
ing interest the apparent rewriting of the
MSC record book by the current MSC
track team. Unfortunately, all is not as
it may appear. Coach Blanton’s squad
is being misled into thinking that some
of their recent performances are “new
records”. In fact, many of them are not
records at all.
April 5, 1990 - Dover Relays: Two
of the “new records” reported at this meet
were not records. The claim of a time
of 42.0 in the 4 x 100 meter relay was
slower than the 1986 team in the same
event. Amod Field ran on both teams.
At the Rutgers relays in 1986 MSC ran
41.8 to qualify for the Nationals. At the
time the race was run, it was the fourth
fastest in Division III. This time was
faster than the Dover claim as was the
time of 41.75 set by the 1986 team at
the Nationals. The most outlandish “new
record” claimed by Coach Blanton is
10:49.7 for the Distance Medley Relay,
also reported from Dover. In 1971 the
MSC men ran 10:07 for this event at

the Monmouth Relays. The early 70’s
were the glory days of distance running
at MSC. Three members of the distance
medley team which ran the 10:07 are
currently members of the MSC Athletic
Hall of Fame as a result of their
consistently outstanding performances.
This time of 10:07 is a full 42 seconds
faster than Coach B lanton’s “ new
record”. The race was a second place
effort, three seconds behind Villanova
and well ahead of third place Princeton.
(Earlier that week, at the Colonial Relays
in Williamsburg, Virginia, the same
runners teamed up to run a school record
7:39.2 in the 2 mile relay.)
Howard University Relays, 1990:
Abdul Williams runs 400 meters in 48.7.
The April 19th issue of the Montclarion
reports that: “According to Blanton, his
time was a new school record”. Yet just
four years ago, Godfrey Brown ran 48.5
in the New Jersey Athletic Conference
Championships.
This inaccurate reporting did not start
this year. In February, 1989, Amod Field
ran in the 500 meter dash at the Vitalis
Invitational at the Meadowlands. He
won the event with a time of 1:05.1.
Coach Blanton was quick to point to
this as a “new record.” In fact, in 1988

Hyped over the tuition hike
I’m angry, as I believe all MSC
students should be. Last week, this
school’s President, Dr. Irvin Reid, told
the representatives of our Student
Government Association (SGA) that
he’d probably have to raise tuition—
Again!
As a legislator I sat there and listened,
without even posing a question, for he
made it very clear: There would probably
be no other available money; we’d just
have to pay more.
Later my senses were revitalized, and
I realized that this is an absurd pheno
menon, a deadening process to which
many of us succumb when we accept
rationalizations for actions inherently
against our interest. When we allow
school administrators-'to- tell us, as
students, that it’s in our interest to give
them more of our money.
It’s not in our interest. It’s against our
interest.
The student population here is a
working population. Most hold part or
fulltime jobs and attend classes, in order
to pay the tuition at its present cost.
What if it goes up? Is it then in our
interest to work more hours? Or to work
the same number of hours while giving
the college more of our pay? Or should
we, because we happen not to have been
bom into wealthier families, just drop
out of school altogether?
If any of these are what the admin
istration or Board of Trustees expect,
than we should prove them dead wrong!
We should fight back and oppose any
tuition increase!

In last week’s Montclarion, SGA
President, Tony Susco w rote th a t
working changes at MSC would affect
the students. Of course, he’s right. Yet
if there’s another tuition increase, I
believe the result will cut deeper. Not
only will students be set back, but some
will have to stop their education. With
each increase in dollars, the very
community of students who attend our
college will be altered.
The working and lower middle class
students will be squeezed out, no longer
able to afford a state college education.
Black & Latin students will dispropor
tionately be squeezed out. For, as
reflective of society’s racism, many of
these students come from lower income
families.
Further, at this rate of increase, more
and more potential students (our broth
ers, cousins, sisters, friends, and later our
own children,) won’t even think of
attending a state college, for lack of
enough money!
This process has to be stopped.
Tuition increases are classist and racist
and are slowly shutting the door slamming it - to more and more of us,
who merely seek access to quality public
education.
Let’s fight Back!.
For more information please contact
the Committee for Public Education at
667-6221. Leave Message and we’ll call
you back.
Angel Mossucco

Amod ran 1:04.68 in this same race and
took a second place. What is interesting
is that Coach Blanton would have had
a program in 1989 and should have seen
in the program a summary of the
previous year’s performances. That
summary is reproduced here:
IC4A 500 METERS
World’s Record: 1:00.17, Ken Lowery,
Indianapolis, Ind., 1/16/87.
Collegiate and IC4A Record, 1:00.84,
Michael Green, Navy, Allston, Mass., 3/
7/87
Meet Record: 1:01.94, Chip Jenkins,
Villanova, 2/8/86.
1988 Order to finish: 1) Troy Simon,
Manhattaan College, 1:04.36. 2) Amod
Field, M ontclair State, 1:04.68. 3)
Momez Rasdell, Phila. Textile, 1:05.03.
4) David Jones, Seton Hall, 1:05.45.
Plainly, Amod’s 1988 time of 1:04.68
was listed for the coach to see. Also in
1989, according to Coach Blanton,
Amod was said to have run 1:53.8 “one
second off” a qualifying standard in the
800 meters. This was at the Monmouth
relays. A review of the official Mon
mouth relay result sheet clearly indicates
that Amod Field ran 1:56.9, well off the
time Coach Blanton gave him. Also in
1989 Coach Blanton reported that

Vote!
Voter Registration and Absentee
Ballot Week will take place Sept. 24
(Monday) to Sept. 29 (Saturday) from
9 a.m. to 7 p.m. outside of the cafeteria
on the second floor of the Student
Center. Students who have reached the
age of 18 and who are both New Jersey
and United States residents will be able
to register to vote for the upcoming
November elections. There will also be
absentee ballots available for registered
voters who won’t be home to vote in
there districts on Election Day (No
vember 6th).
The registration process is a simple
procedure and takes only a couple of
minutes. So if you’re not registered and
you meet the requirements why not take
the time to register? You’ve got the power
so take a stand and use it? Register to
vote and then get out and vote in
November!
It took 28 years for the Berlin Wall
to come down and it is taking even
longer, and costing even more lives to
end Apartheid in South Africa. The
people of both of these areas had to fight
to make their presence felt and to cause
changes in their governments’ policies.
In the United States we are privileged
enough to have a say in our government’s
decisions. This power is expressed in our
right to vote. Unfortunately many U.S.
citizens don’t use this power. The group
most guilty of this offense is college-age
(18-24) persons.
In the last Presidential election only
36% of college-age persons voted. This
percentage has been declining in the past
few elections. During the week of
September 24-29, 1990, the Student
Government Association will be doing
their part to help stop this trend.
Dan Olawski

Field’s performance of 52.2 in the 400
meter Intermediate Hurdles broke the
school record of 52.4 However, Amod
already had run 52.2 two years earlier
in 1987 in the State meet at Palmer
Stadium.
What is so troubling in this matter
is the apparent lack of honesty as well
as a lack of checking on the official
results. Generally, the host team sends
the official meet results to the college
sports information director (SID). The
SID confers with the coach and the
athletic director to review the results. In
this way authentication and integrity of
the results are assured. This college needs
to revamp its current procedure whereby
the track coach deals with the results as
he sees fit. New records, legitimately
made are in the best spirit of competition.
Records which are made-up are repre
hensible. It is totally unfair to give
student athletes the sense that they are
record holders when, in fact, they are
often very far from it. For those who
truly do set new records, the honor of
that achievement should bear represen
tative significance.
Dr. Joan Schleede, Professor
PERLS Dept., Panzer Gym

Clove arrest
On Thursday night September six, I
went to Clove Road with a few of my
friends expecting to relax, have fun, and
reacquaint myself with friends who I
have not seen since last semester. Instead,
I was apprehended, handcuffed, and
carted away by Campus Police. Not
because I was intoxicated, or because I
was behaving in a disorderely or disrup
tive fashion. I was publicly humiliated
(along with 12 other students) merely
because I was holding a squeeze bottle
containing an alcoholic beverage.
I’m sure I speak for the majority of
the student body when I say that this
incident will have only negative reper
cussions. Undoubtedly an attempt by the
Campus Police to intimidate students,
the action taken on that Thursday night
was the first step toward a “dry campus”
and a “dry” Clove Road. It is unfortunate
that authorities do not realize that
making MSC a “dry” campus will only
lead to off-campus partying, with more
at risk due to inevitable alcohol/
automobile combination.
The unjustified harassment by campus
police has already angered many Clove
Rd. residents, and a lot have said that
they intend to find off-campus housing
for their remaining years here at MSC.
Another factor to consider is the waning
attendance at football games. Why
should students bother to support their
team if they will be subject to harassment
at post-game gatherings by the Campus
Police?
I am not condoning alcohol abuse. I’m
simply saying that underaged drinking
will not be prevented by incidents such
as last Thursday’s, and that the Campus
Police should rethink their priorities or
risk creating a “commuter” college.
Jeanine Rybeck
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Crisis in the Middle East:
The dispatch of U.S. troops to Saudi Arabia is a disaster for students, workers,
and the vast majority of the U.S. population. MSC should add its voice to the
growing outcry from around the country: This war is against our interests.
The American mass media have acted as government propaganda agencies: as
a Newsday columnist admitted, “The Media Became Cheerleaders for W ar.”
Stopping agression? The U.S. government supports Israeli occupation of parts
of Jordan (since 1967) and Lebanon (since 1982). And what about U.S. invasions
of Grenada in 1983, and Panama just last December? The truth is: no govemmcat
on earth commits more aggression than the U.S.
Supporting democracy? The Emir of Kuwait is an absolute feudal dictator, more
than 80% of whose subjects have no rights whatever. The same is true of Saudi
regime.
Protecting “our” oil supplies? It was U.S. oil companies, and U.S. allies like
the Saudis, that raised oil prices. Meanwhile, American experts agree Kuwait was
taken from Iraq by the British, and has been stealing Iraqi oil for decades, just
as Iraq has charged (N.Y. Times, 9/30/90).
Why has the Bush Administration spread all these (and other) lies? To hide
the truth - because, if the truth were known, the American population would
angrily oppose him.
First: U.S. soldiers were sent to defend the porfits of a few large American
oil companies. We are all made to pay billions, and American soldiers likely to
fight and die, so that obscenely rich comppanies may become even richer. The
second purpose is to shore up U.S. influence abroad, declining in the face of
European (especially German) and Japanese economic advances.
The use of military force abroad to defend the profits of private corporations
is called imperialism. Imperialism is always disguised and justified by high-sounding
phrases - “spreading freedom and democracy”; “protecting our way of life.”
Patriotism - a form of intense propaganda or brainwashing - is used to make
us think that we are, somehow, obligated to pay and die for the profits of corporations
that dictate U.S. government policies. Racism and anti-communism — more
brainwashing - are used to teach us that workers, farmers, students and others
abroad who oppose exploitation are our enemies. The truth is just the opposite.
The Bush Administration is telling us, in effect, that paying and dying for the
oil company’s profits is “in our interest.” We’ve heard this lie before - during
the Vietnam War. The truth is, these imperialist ventures bleed working people
dry. Education, health care, housing, and other services are all cut back drastically
to pay for war. Young men are sent to waste their lives to fatten some millionaires’
purses.
Jobs are lost, too. When imperialism is successful corporations invest abroad
to exploit the super-cheap labor and resources of foreign countries, creating
unemployment at home. Unemployment and the threat of moving abroad push
wages down. Taxes skyrocket to pay for war and weaponry. Though necessary
to corporations who benefit from imperialism, these expenses are really stolen
from the rest of us, because they drain resources which we have produced and
which we desperately need.
This is why the Vietnam War, though lost by the government and their corporate
bosses, was a victory for us, the American people. Millions of U.S. jobs would
have been lost if U.S. companies had been able to move abroad to exploit the
very cheap labor of Southeast Asia. But the waste in lives and treasure was enormous.
The war caused the dollar’s devaluation and recession during 1971-3. The steady
decline in take-home pay and standard of living, the rise in tuitions, the cutbacks
in every area of social services all began because of the war, and continues to
the present.
Now Bush & Co. want to do it all over again. Therefore “our” government
is spending $2 billion or so a month -- and is planning to do so for years (N.Y.
Times, 9/5/90) - so American soldiers can die to defend a callous dictator and
corporate profits. Bush asks us to support a policy which even if “successful”
will lower wages and living standards for all but the rich.
It’s Bush and the corporations that need war. What the rest of us need is an
anti-war, anti-imperialist movement. An anti-war movement here would encourage
Saudis, Iraqis and others to organize against their own oppressive tyrants. It would
be the highest form of solidarity with rank-and-file American soldiers, who do
not want to die for Big Oil.
We must show how the Mid-East build-up is racist. The depiction of all Arabs
as billionaires or terrorists blinds us to the fundamental truth: that our interests
are the same as those of the populations of Kuwait, or Saudi Arabia, or Iraq.
It reinforces the lie that people may be judged by their race instead of their class,
and so contributes to building racism in the U.S., which prevents the unity of
black, latin and white in the fight for what we all need.
We must show how the Mid-East build-up is closely related to tuition hikes
and cutbacks in the State Colleges. We must emphasize how imperialism hurts
all workers by draining jobs and keeping wages down. We should hold meetings
to discuss the war in every organization and in every class. Let students, faculty,
and campus workers hear BOTH sides — the anti-war, anti-imperialist side as
well as the government-corporate propaganda line. Let everyone discuss and
question. And let us demonstrate, march, hold teach-ins —use all forms or protest
to undermine the government’s war effort, in the recognition that is an attack
upon us all.
Grover Furr
English Dept.

views

Late last month a well informed acquaintance of mine told me that George
Bush at the time, had concluded that a shooting war against Iraq was virtually
a mandate. Here we had a nation that (1) controlled one-tenth of the world’s
oil, (2) swallowed up a nation that controlled another tenth, (3) militarily ready
to conquer a poorly defended Saudi Arabia, whose conquest would then give
Iraq almost two-thirds of the world’s oil, (4) is led by an experienced professional
revolutionary who bitterly hates the United States, and who (5) lies, as a matter
of public policy, (6) supported by proletarians from neighboring countries, (7)
having the political potentiality to unite Arabs throughout the Middle East, (8)
has support among the Palestinians of the leading, left-wing terrorists, and (9)
has its own policy of hostages and terrorist threats against the U.S., (10) who
is dedicated to destroying Israel and driving them into the sea, so that during
the Iraq-Iran war, even with Iran led by the fanatical Khommeni, when other
countries like the United States favored Hussein, Israel helped Iran, (11) has supplies
of missiles and planes—from Russia and France, an Iraqi plane-and-missile which
already struck one of our warships, (12) has a significant supply of poison gas
weaponry, which it has already used against Iran, which it threatened to use to
wipe out half of Israel, and which, as I heard from the mouth of Saddam’s chief
deputy, if war were to break out, Iraq would stop at absolutely nothing to win,
and, finally, (13) has been working feverishly for years to develop atom and hydrogen
bombs and would already have had some today had not Israel unilaterally, and
against all United Nations’ policy, destroyed Iraq’s nuclear reactor 10 years ago.
According to my informant, we need time to build up enough military strength
in Saudi Arabia to attack Hussein, and that will be about the beginning of November
(when the weather will be cooler). Hussein has about half a million troops near
the Kuwait and Saudi borders; and though we have a considerable force, growing
larger daily, a force sufficient for defensive purposes, we can never be sure how
many troops we will need to attack and win.
Congress and most Americans seem solidly behind Bush. But, as my informant
pointed out to me, as September wains, and we go into October, as we worry
about “How are we going to pay for all this?” the pressure to achieve a “diplomatic”
solution, to give the “blockade and sanctions” a chance to work (it would take
months or years), the interviews with returning wives and children of the hostages
fill the television screens of America, or Dan Rather and PBS keep asking our
enemies about their moral positions, will mount.
Then, suppose Hussein decides to take up George Bush’s primary, no-compromise
goal of having Iraq give back Kuwait, sends the hostages home, and promises
to supply oil at a reasonable price? What then? Have any of the 13 mililtary,
geo-political threats to our vital national interest changed at all, except that Hussein
will have to bide his time a bit longer? And time will be on his side.
In 1935 had France’s army prevented Germany from annexing the Rhineland
(for which Germany had plenty of “moral” reasons for doing), that would not
have meant that there would have been no Godesburg or Munich or the attack
in 1939, on Poland. Had Neville Chamberlain, by his appeasement and lack of
will to have Englishmen fight and and die, really been able to obtain “peace in
our time,” most Englishmen would have cheered him, as they did indeed cheer
him when he flew home and got off his plane waving the piece of diplomatic
paper with Hitler’s signatured promise in his hand. But it was not so. It was
only no war then (when Germany was weaker). It was to be war later, in 1939,
when Germany was stronger.
Nor should it be a case of what happens if our CIA orchestrates a palace coup,
and Hussein is assassinated and his mutilated body hung by his heels for CBS
and NBC to gloat upon, as Rather interviews the new rulers of Iraq, who promise
to be good, but who still possess the Iraqi army, the Russian/French planes and
missiles, all that poison gas, all that^ail, all that fanat^,
nationalism, all
those half-burned U.S. flags, and all those near-finished atom bomb plants.
No. My informant’s logic seems to be saying, come Columbus Day, or Armistice
Day, 1990, the Iraqi military potential must be destroyed, wasted, once for all.
It will cost American lives but this spilling of American blood cannot be prevented
by some “diplomatic” solution. There is no such viable diplom atic solution-none.
The spilling of our blood can only be postponed until that time when more blood
will be spilled, and when we have so much less of a chance to win.
My informant was not willing to state this conclusion in so many words. But
that is where his informed logic led. If we do not strike now (and wipe out those
13 points) the spilling of that greater amount of American blood later will not
be on our hands, but on others’-well meaning but historically less informed.
Theodore Price
English Dept.
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E astern S ta n d a rd s
By Audrey Regan
Staff Wtiter
Standards are funny things. They’re
not etched in stone, and yet they’re not
written in sand either. They can be
completely different for a Bayonne
housewife than for a Brazilian monk.
They can be self made, handed-down or
influenced by society. Normally stand
ards are a combination of all three.
But when living in the big sloppy city,
standards tend to become as obscured
as the skyline. Or do they?
“EasternStandard” now playing at the
Studio Theatre, Life Hall, depicts 80’s
life in big sloppy New York City through
the relationships of 6 characters.
Written by Richard Greenberg and
directed by Tim Herman, this play is
especially applicable to N.Y., but does
the title of this play, “Eastern Standard”
do it an injustice?
Phoebe, played by Candy Cordes,
thinks turning on her coniputer in the
morning, crossing her legs under her
desk and sipping out of a styrofoam cup
is enjoying the fruits of the corporate
world (Maybe she’s right). If her char
acter annoys you it’s because she says
things like “Last night I dreamt I was
dancing on the rim of a champagne
glass.” Oh Madonna.
Then there’s Stephen, played by Doug
Bollinger whose vocabulary is riddled
with obsessive death adjectives “evil” and
“ m orbid”. He dream s of throw ing
himself off of one of the 70 story
buildings he himself designs. These two
get together and they both hate their jobs
and their lives.

On the flip side of this relationship
is a sometimes comical but very poignanat portrayal of a homosexual love
affair-(but with no sex.) Phoebe’s
brother Peter-who has just discovered he
has Aids-hooks up with Stephen’s gay
friend Drew and they fall in love. Both,
by the way, do an outstanding job and
the chemistry between them is the most
genuine part of the play.
The question now is how will this
relationship differ from that of Phoebe
and Stephen’s? Both pairs have identity
problems and past heartaches.
But wait. There’s another relationship
to consider (That of sisterly love?)
betw een a schizophrenic homeless
woman Mae and a young starving
actress/waitress, Ellen.
Ellen’s standards are trying to make
it in the world of theater. Or, does she
want to lie in the sand all day and be
permanent housekeeper at Stephen’s?
Mae’s standards change with the wind.
One m inute she’s grateful for the
hospitality of her new found friends-the
next minute she’s running off with their
valuables.
What does director Tim Herman think
of all this? “It’s about love..”
Love!? What about standards? Is this
universal love? o r just Eastern love? Is
this Eastern Standard Love? or Standard
Eastern love?
Or is this universal love as seen in a
uniquely Eastern Standard? Are these
standards uniquely Eastern?
Good play, great acting, bad title.
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Greetings and Salutations, MSC. Before I do the deed,.I want to add a
little something to my column. If anyone has a campus dedication, drop it
off with personnel at the Montclarion office (113 Student Center Annex). Simply
choose a fave tune and dedicate it to a general public at our campus. If y«c.
want to get the jist of it, read on. Remember, don’t be shy, just be honest.
Campus Dedication: Our first single’s title goes to the ever-popular MSC
Campus Police. It just eludes me as to how much praise goes to you “wild
and crazy (let me not forget out-of-shape) guys.” Your dedication is “Don’t
Go Away MAD (Just Go Away)” by Motley Crue. The runner-up for this
week are the most loved persons on campus, the resident assistants (R.A.’s)
and unit managers (U.M.’s). Remember, if you hear your chosen song, play
it loud (well, not too loud since I imagine you practice what you preach). Your
dedication is “Do Me!” by Bell Biu DiVoe.
1st String: This Saturday, I spiked up my hair, sported out some leather,
threw on a few crosses, and held a lip sneer in place for about two hours.
Am I a flake? No, I attended the Billy Idol concert this weekend at the Spectrum.
Faith. No more opened the show. Believe it or not, the opening act kept the
audience’s attention and interest. They ended their set with the “Epic” single.
This left the crovKi thirsting for more. When Idol took the stage, he quenched
their needs. He ripped through a set which included music from Generation
X to his recent outing, Charmed Life. Idol also found a new fetish, plastic.
He incorporated the use of huge air-filled plastic dolls during each tune. One
of which was a 15-20 foot woman; he comfortably rested between her legs.
He worked the crowd so well that they were even screaming to see his hideous,
motorcycle accident scars. I guess that’s fan loyalty.
2nd String: John Mellencamp (Where’s the “Cougar?”) is making his acting
and directing debut in the movie, "Souveniers"...There’s a new sticker that is
coming to a record store near you. It will say, “Censorship is UNAmerican”Get
it...Boy George has become a member of the Hare Krishna movement...A scary
thought: New Kids On the Block have tied the Supremes and Creedence
Clearwater Revival for the most consecutive top 10 singles by an American
group in the rock era.
High Strung: “Release Me” by Wilson Phillips, is the #1 song in the country.
It’s their second single and second #l...“Lies” by En Vogue holds #1 spot on
the black singles chart...Once again, MC Hammer’s Please Hammer D o n ’t Hurt
’Em holds the #1 album for a 14th week.
Stringing you Along: What is the most ironic lyric that George Michael ever
wrote in his life? Last week’s answer was Tyler Collins. She bared all at a
Palladium performence. Until next week, peace, love and brutal honesty, MSC.

Gene L oves Jezebel
gives K iss o f L ife
By Robert Bilotti
Staff Wtiter

Candy Cordes and Doug BoUenger in Studio Theater’s production of
Eastern Staandard

Gene Loves Jezebel has always been
a band of deception. In the past, they
have worn more makeup than most
women, dressed as extravagantly as
anyone this side of Elton John and had
twin brothers as frontman with shrieking
red hair and equally powerful voices.
Underneath the exterior of Gene Loves
Jezebel, however, lies a basic rock-n-roll
band. The Band7s distinction, however,
derives from the way they mix these
ingredients, a characteristic that has held
them apart from their peers as well as
gaining dedicated fans over the release
time of their first four albums.
Well, the past is in the past. It is 1990,
Michael Aston (one of the twins) has
left the group, the makeup has come off,
and Kiss O f Life is released. Drastic
changes you might say. Not in the area
of music. Kiss O f Life picks up where
the 1987 album House O f Dolls leaves
t,t\*

off, which musically, is not a bad
direction.
Kiss O f Life is a celebration of life
in more ways than one. The band has
always had an optimistic outlook on life.
They consider it som ething to be
treasured. The recording sessions for the
latest album reflects and intensifies this
viewpoint. To explain; Kiss O f Life was
recorded in San Fransisco last year
around the time of the World Series,
which was also around the time of the
massive San Fran Earthquake.
“Jealous” is the first single off the
album, an instant hit for alternative and
classic-rockers alike. G U has already
had “crossover”-form music. The song
sounds good on the radio or dancefloor,
as long as it is cranked up to 10.
The main lyrical subjects of Kiss O f
Life, as with past albums, is relationships
and women, and I don’t mean songs |
about sex and whistling at the blonde !
down the street. The songs portray a
respect and admiration for the sheer
beauty of women and people in general,
cont. on p. 21
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Cheap
Fun
by John Paul
This week’s topic is purchasing videos.
No. Fm not talking about your average
$24 95 hot (or not-so-hot) flick. Why the
del. should you shell out that kind of
money for a piece of crap that cast
Justine Batemen in the lead just because
Linda Blair was tied up shooting a “High
Society” layout that week. What well
be dealing with here are tapes that sell
for under $10.00. Why buy tapes when
you can rent them, you may ask? Well,
since the average rental is aobut $3.00
per night -md you know you never return
any tape ess than a day late, it makes
some sense no? Be mindful that many
ot the titles listed below are in the public
domain
hat translates to: “anybody
with two v'CR’s can copy and sell them.”
As a result, a number are not produced
on the nest quality tape. Now, if your
folks nought you the machine because
you convinced them that it would be used
expressly for viewing instructional
videos you need not be concerned. If
your heads get screwed up it doesn’t
matter-theyll buy you a new one. If,
however, you used your own savings to
make the purchase, alternating play with

Alleys,” that really cuts to the bone.
8)
"Strange Tales"-This 1986 HBO
a good quality studio-tape will generally
Ouch.
production o f a trilogy of Ray Bradbur
keep head wear to a minimum.
4)
*8th Man"-Yet another cartoon. y’s stories, hosted by the author, is in
While the following list is by no means
These were made in Japan in the 1960’s
the same vein as Tales From the Crypt,
comprehensive, it does reflect my own
and dubbed in English. The title char
but with less blood and jiggles. In fact,
impeccable taste and should be adhered
acter is a humanoid super-hero robot
back in the 1950’s, E.C. Comics “bor
to as closely as possible if you want to
who also goes by the name “Tobor.”
rowed” some of his stories for their
keep me happy
magazines, initially without his permis
1)
"Superman"-W e’re not talking That’s robot spelled backwards-cute, eh?
There are suspicions that R.J. Reynolds
sion. The highpoint of the tape is the
about the movie here. These were a series
may have had a hand in the creation
middle segment, in which the viewer is
of cartoons produced by the Fleischer
of this video classic. Tobor recharges his
treated to a pre-“Betty Ford” Drew
studios in the early 1940’s, which put
Barrymore attempting to act sober.
most of Disney’s pap to shame. Look . run-down batteries by smoking a ci
garette. Yeah, here’s a role model.
9)
"Texas Chainsaw Massacre"-Tobe
for a tape with a good-sized collection,
5)
"Quick Draw McGraw"-Okay, so IHooper’s 1974 classic is really quite tame
a dozen or so, not the ones which have
like cartoons. At least I’m consistent.
by today’s standards. But, its historical
one or two Supermans and a Little
These shorts produced for televison by
significance as the vanguard of a new
Audrey. A word of waming-if the ethnic
Hanna-Barbera in the early 1960’s are
sub-genre of horror film cannot be
stereotyping prevalent during this era in
among their best. They are pretty dam
overlooked. Its subtle underlying theme
Hollywood offends you, it may be wise
witty, and the art is nice. However, as
of the adolescent fear of isolation and
to skip this one.
abandonment link it closely to the much
2)
"Fantastic Planet"-This French per everything else this studio has
produced, the animation itself is about
better accepted genre of “coming of age”
animated feature from 1973 actually has
as fluid as Kate Hepburn on rollerblades.
fiction. And, it made my mom puke.
a 1960’s feel to it. This is not all that
6)"Little Shop of Horrors"-No, I don’t
l(F "G reystoke"-ril adm it it, I’m
amazing from a country that has deified
mean the overproduced musical that
cheating with this last one. It’s not a
Jerry Lewis. Anyway, years ago, when
made Rick Moranis a household name
cheapie public domain flick But, any
your parents would get stoned and go
for
five minutes. Go for the original.
video store that has been around for a
into the city to a theater the size of their
Roger Corman whipped it out in 1960
few years will sell you a good used copy
VW van, this undoubtedly was one of
in two days and pretty much made it
at wav below list. For some reason it
the films they saw It’s an ideal item to
up as he went along. A young Jack
never gets rented. It may be because the
pop in when a few fnends are over and
Nicholson as a masocnistic dental patient
jerks at the counter insist on displaying
Dad’s home, just co watcn him explain
seems to stick in everyone’s mind, but
it between Sybil Danning and Chuck
to them how a 3-inch tall cartoon
for me, that little guy with the glasses
Norris. Anyway, this 1983 production is
character with Barry Bostwick’s voice
who walks past the flower shop window
far and away the finest retelling of
helped shape his value system.
Burroughs' Tarzan legend ever put on
3)
"Tales From the Crypt'-Predating five minutes into the film never to be
seen again carried the whole movie.
film. A classic romance-pure and simple.
the HBO senes by nearly two decades,
7)"Citizen Kane"-£veryone seems to
So, invite the current love of your life
this 1973 British anthology features more
think
that this is the greatest American
over, toss this baby in the machine, pop
literal adaptations of Bill Gaines’ stories,
film ever made. Well, it is. Orson Wells
the popcorn, unscrew the cap from the
but is played a bit too straight. While
wrote, produced, directed, and starred
N ight T rain, check the protection
it is most gratifying to see Joan Collins
in this 1941 masterpiece. At the time he
selection, get a blood sample, and...wait
meet with a bloody, painful end in the
was several years younger than I am now.
for a younger sibling or a roommate to
first segment, it’s the final one, “Blind
The fat bastard.
barge in.

Players presents:

D A N N Y A N D THE D EEP BLUE
starring Robert Nissan and Marcia Assuncao
Directed by Jennifer Biddie

October 2,3,4,5, and 6 at 8:00 pm
October 5 at 2:15 pm
Room 126 in the Student Center Annex
Tickets will be $2.00.
All proceeds will go to Greenpeace.
Players is a Class I organization o f SGA.
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ROBERT DE NIRO
R,\Y LIOTTA
JOE PESCI

THEATER
C
f t l d
l d
f l T
Outpost in the Burbs, a theater group at 40 S. Fullerton Ave., Montclair, is
holding meetings on Sunday, Sept. 23rd, at 2 pm. All interested in working on
any aspect of “The Fairytales of Oscar Wilde”(a musical), call Steve at 744-4856.
Players will be presenting “Danny and the Deep Blue Sea" October 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 at 8:00 pm and October 8th at 2:15 in Rm 126 of the Student Center
Annex. Ticket revenues will be donated to charity.
Popcorn Playhouse kicks off the new season with Tom Chapin in concert Nov
17 at 3pm at Montclair High School Auditorium. For info call 744-1717.
POETRY
The deadline for the American Poetry Association’s contest is September 30
The contest is open to everyone, and entry is free. The Grand Prize is $1,000
There are 152 prizes worth $11,000 in all. Poets should send one original poem
(no more than 20 lines,and name and address on the top of the page,) to the
American Poetry Association, Dept. Co-84, 250-A Potrero St., PO Box 1803
Santa Cruz, CA 95061. Entries must be postmarked by Septemberr 30. A new
contest opens October 1.
The Poets Forum will begin its 1990-1991 season at the JCC in West Orange
on Tuesday, Oct 8.
ART
Christo, the controversial artist known for shrouding immense sections of landscape
in plastic wrap, will be the topic of discussion at an open house Sept. 27 at Montclair
Art Museum. The evening begins at 7, with cocktails and snacks, followed by
3 videos dealing with Christo’s work, and then an informal discussion. The program
is free to museum members, and $5 for non. Call the Museum at 746-5555 for
more information.
Art Forum, a lecture series sponsored by the Art Dept, at MSC is hosting the
following: Sept 20, Rimer Cardillo. A sculptor and printmaker, who incorporates
Latin American cultural history and the use and potential of objects; Sept 27
Farley Tobin. A tilemaker who will show slides of her work, and discuss her
development as a tilemaker, and its use in architecture.
The Montclair Art Museum will also be exibiting watercolors inspired by the
eruption of Krakatoa in 1883. Charles Parsons, the painter, worked as a magazine
illustrator, and therefore they are tiny. They reflect late 19th century tastes in
art. Parsons lived in Montclair for about 10 years. The paintings are now part
of the museums permanent collection, and will be on display until Feb 10, 1991.
Call the museum for hours and information at 746-5555
While you are at the museum, check out the lecture and slide show by Toshiko
Takaezu, ceramist, on Tues, Oct 2 at 10am.
MUSIC
The New Jersey Symphony Orchestra will open their 68th season on Thursday,
Oct 4 at 8pm at the John Harms Center for the Arts in Englewood. Concert
will feature Copland’s "Fanfare for the Common Man" and Symphony No.3.
The Folk Project will be having an open stage on Oct 5, open to all acoustic
musicians. Performers should arrive at 7:30 to sign up for a fifteen minute
performance. Show starts at 8:30. For more information, 335-9489.
we are always looking fo r additions to our calendar, and reviewers fo r the items
therein. I f you would like to write fo r us, contact Eric Erb at the Montclarion
office
'
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STARTS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21st
Artist Nora Jaffe’s “Precession of the Quick” appears in the college art gallery
in "Life Hall. Jaffe’s work joins a score of others for a show running until October
24 entitled Exploring Abstraction 1990.

Jezebel
cont. from p. 19
This style goes back to previous releases
such as “Desire” and “Gorgeous” and
can be heard on such cuts as “Kiss Of
Life” and “Walk Away”. A Monologue
preceedes “Walk Away:” “As a child/
I’d sit upon a hill and look out over the
city/ Counting the stars one by one/
Until I reached the sun./ That’s where
you are/ That’s who you are.”
“Two Shadows” details the split of the
band and the split-up of two brothers
who have worked side-by-side in rockn-roll for over 10 years. Hesitant at first,
...............................................

i ........................

the remaining brother, Jay Aston, feels
confident of what he considers the “new”
Gene Loves Jezebel. His confidence is
confirmed with songs like “Tangled Up
In You” and “Evening Star”, which
highlight the album. The album’s optim
ism comes through the listening. Pick
it up and check it out. If you do not
like it, at least you can impress your
friends because you have an album by
a band with a funny name that they never
heard of ...yet.
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Thursday, October 11th at 8:00 pm
in the Student Center Ballrooms
Admission $2.00
*Applications are now available in the CL TJB office Rm.
112 D S.C. Annex.
PRIZES!
1st place...$150.00 §
I
2nd place...$100.00 f
| 3rd place...$75.00 1
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Application fee is $5.00.
Applications must be in by Monday Oct. Sth.
M A N D A T O R Y M EETIN G FO R A L L A PP LIC A N TS!!!
Monday, October 8th, 12:00 noon in CLUB office 112D.
*
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Application
Group name:
Song:
Members:
Contact person & Phone #:
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C.L. U.B. is class 1 o f the S.G.A.
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classified
Attention
-F R E S H M E N 7 S O P H O M O R E S ?
NEED A D D IT IO N A L CO LLEG E
FUNDS? Many scholarships go unclained. GFW Enterprises, a scholarship
search organization can help you find
them. For information without obliga
tion, write: GFW Enterprises PO Box
64 Bloomingdale, N J 07403
-I live in Maplewood. I really need a
ride with someone to and from school.
I will pay you. Please call me! Call Amy
at 762-9170.
-Wanted-First time home buyers-let us
show you how to save hundreds on your
home! Tired of your mortgage? You can
save thousands. Call for amazing re
corded message 212-978-3580.
-Roommate Wanted to share apt. $250
a month. West Orange. Call Jill. Evening
669-1155, days 993-1391 leave message.

-Available: Lovely 3rd floor furnished
suite in Montclair. Refrig, private bath,
laundry, parking. Rent negotiable; $200$400 pending interest in light housekeep
ing and light child care. 744-6610.

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

$

1000

IN
JUST
ONE
WEEK.

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

-Is your fraternity, sorority, or club
interested in earning $500.00 to $1,000.00
for a one week, on-campus marketing
project? You must be well-organized and
hard working. Call Kim J. at (800)592-

-Babysitter wanted for 2 toddlers (16
months and 14 moonths) Mondays and
Thursdays 12:30-5:30 pm. More time
possible. Call 748-8387, leave message.

2121

-Experienced, responsible person to care
for 2 year old in our Upper Montclair
home, Saturday mornings. Excellent
salary. References required. Call 7833908.

Jobs
-Responsible person wanted to babysit
3 boys on Wednesday evenings, in Upper
Montclair-Judy, 746-4455.
-Babysitter needed in Upper Montclair;
1-3 afternoons a week (beginning at
3:30), for 2 school age girls. Good pay,
start immediately. Call 744-6692.
-Help Wanted-Cleaning service $5-7 per
hour nights. Contact Charles or Ernie.
783-2121, 751-5251.
-Telemarketers-$300 a Day! Taking
Phone Orders 1-900-U4-PHASE Ext.
713692 $9.95 fee for call but later
discounted.
-Female model needed by freelancce
photographer. Part time, no experience
required, no nudity. Call 823-8750
(Bayonne).
-Addressers wanted immediately! No
experience neccessary. Excellent pay!
Work at home. Call toll free: 1-800-3953283.
-“Cam pus Representatives needed”Eam free trip and big commissions by
selling vacation packages to Cancún,
Mexico, Nassau/Paradise Island, Baha
mas & Jamaica. For more information
call toll free in or outside Connecticut
at 800-283-8767.
-Fine men’s clothing store in Montclair:
Sales help: P/T, flexible hours avaible.
Male o r fem ale-luxurious working
conditions-company discount.
-One motivated student wanted to help
m arket national financial aid and
scholarship service. High earnings
potential. Make your own hours. Leave
name and number at 201-912-4148
today!
-Seeking child care for Glen Ridge 2 year
old. 10-15 hours per week, flexible hours.
Call 509-0945.

P lus a ch a n ce a t
$ 5 0 0 0 m ore!

-Babysitter: Reliable, flexible. Approx.
20/hr/wk-mostly evening and weekend
for 6 yr. old. Occassional overnight. $5/
hr. U. Mont. Own trans. Refs. 744-0812.

This program works!
No investment needed.
Call 1-800932-0528 Ext. 50

-Help wanted - Telemarketing P /T
flexible hours. Evenings and/or morn
ings. Up to $10/hr. Call 227-8802.

Gag R eflex

-B abysitter-W ork at home m other
looking for P /T help. Flexible hours.
Person must be reliable, qualified, and
honest. Call 893-0363 (Bloomfield).
rBabysitter wanted P/T . N. Caldwell for
2 girls, ages 1 and 2. 403-1484.
-Tutor/babysitter for 12 year old boy.
4 pm-6 pm four days per week. Walking
distance to college. Car preferred. $8/
hr, references. 783-7412/765-3221.
-Babysitter needed for evenings every
W ednesday a n d /o r Friday a n d /o r
Saturday. Girl-7, boy-11. U. Mont. Call
Sandy D’Almeida 744-4921.
-Child care/Nanny for 7 yr. old girl in
U. Mont. home. 2:30-7 pm 5 days a week.
Walking distance from MSC. Days/
salary negotiable. Non-smoker w/child
care experience a plus. 746-7112.
-Live-in female student wanted. Room,
board & small salary in exchange for
babysitting, housework. 4-9pm week
days and one weekend evening. 4031466. Own transportation required.

-Student needed for 2 children after
school. Own tra n sp o rta tio n /h o m e 
work/ light dinner. Mon.-Fri. approx. 37 pm. Call after 9 pm 992-4862 Living-'
ston.
-Babysitter needed for 1 month old in
my Brookdale home. 2-3 mornings a
week. Start after Thanksgiving. Nonsmoker, must have own transportation.
338-0673 eves.
-Child Care-Warm, responsible person
wanted to care for my two children ages
three and seven months. Flexible hours.
References. Own transportation, phone
228-5847.
-Babysitter needed for 3 month old girl
on occasional Fri. and Sat. evenings.
Ideal for warm, responsible child devel
opment student. Call.746-6342.
-Babysitter Needed-Mondays from 3-6
pm. Car a must. Good salary. Call eve.
228-3758.
-Babysitter-For 1 year old chili in Upper
Montclair home, 11-3 pm Thursdays.
Must have own transportation. Expe
rience and references required. Call 7837586, leave message.
BABYSITTER NEEDED! 1 min. walk
from campus. 15-20 hrs. per week. $6/
hr. 2 kids-19 month girl and 5 yr. old
boy. Call Julie 783-8754.
-Experienced child care needed P /T for
a 4 month old and 3 yr. old. Great kids.
Near college. References required. 7830548.

-Part time

Full time
$10.05/Start.
Days, evenings and weekends available.
Immediate openings. Scholarships avail
able. Can work around class schedule.
857-0611.
-Babysitter Wanted - for Fri./Sat. night
twice a month. 1 yr. old & 5 yr. old.
744-6761 in Mont.
I

-PRINCETON SKI SHOPS-Has per
manent full and part time positions for
clothing and ski equipment sales people
in our brand new Clifton store. FLEX
IBLE HOURS! EM PLOYEE D IS
COUNTS Apply in person at 700 Rte
3 W Clifton - (across from HoffmanLaRoche) or call (201)779-7100.

F or Sale
-For sale: Barrecrafter ski-rack w/ locks.
Excellent condition!! 748-9172. Leave
message.
-Ross 10 speed girl’s bike. Bike is in
excellent condition. Asking $100. Call
470-8740.

b y John Paul
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personals
-ZBT- We had a great time at the party!
Love Sigma
-Pluke, Homier and Zed
-To 2:00 American Civ- Are we all on the
same page?
-Barclay, SCHWAAAA!! Love you, Luisa
-Sluggo for Homecoming King
-Ooga, Ooga, Ooga, Ooga, Ooga
-Bail out BJ!
-Dave—TKE PZ69- Congrats- You’ll do
fine- Its in the blood. Your Big Brother PZ60
-Manfre- Emergency breakthrough from....
Hey wheres my fiancee? EEeewww!! U know
who
-Joe(Delta Chi)- People who live in glass
houses shouldn’t throw stones (very original)
-To 3C05- Girls thanks for listening to me
the past few weeks. Sorry I’ve been so edgy.
More fun times ahead-ToniAnn
—Loriann- You’re almost LEGAL!!! Get
ready to party a lot on the 29th! (But no
trashcans this time- ha ha!) Love, Andrea
Your T&A catch you on the rebound. J.J.
P.S. Let the dog out!!!!!
-Nanbo and Tracebo - I want to kill the
rooster-Guess Who
-Maria- Yes Phil did mug!!
-TKE AM inductions Sunday Sept 23ed
-Steph, Nance, Trace- No Molestar! Love
Lucy
-To whom it may concern: These personals
are as lame as last semester's, and the one
before that...how bout trying something
creative like “Did you know that 3 out of
4 people make up 75% of the population?”
Not “Hey Vinnie, i love your new Iroc!!!!!
Love, Angie XOXO” ICH! Also, to all of
the fiats and sororities—GET A LIFE!!!
-To P.M.C. You are So Hot! I love youYou better know who!
-PZ77- Here is your personal. PZ82
-To PZ 69- Congratulations on becoming
EPI-Prytanis! I know you’ll do a great jobPZ67
-Sushi is not a crime
-AXP: There’s always next year, oh well
maybe the year after, or the year after...Delta
Chi
-Jules- Who loves ya babe- Ron
-Jeff- How did you get home from Fatso’sRon
-Rush Delta Chi
-Stacy- I want my clothes back. Dave
-To Jeff (TKE) I’m watching you and I like
what I see—For you to find out.
-Greek life is not a spectator sport. Phi Sigma
Sigma
-Michelle, Janet, & Verle- W.O. you get the
picture.
-Phi Sigs- Have a great rush
-Monte-PTHTHTHTH!!
-Annette- You’re the best Little. Hope we
always stay close. Luv Renee
-Judy- Steve came by-twice!!Mary
-Sharon, Andrea & Judy- Try not to walk
into tape in the morning when you wake up.
Mary
-Congratulations D—Phi—E!!
-Kelly- Hace a GREAT Birthday! Love youi
Delta Phi Epsilon sisters!
-Island Whore- When is our next outing?
Love you! Slaura S
-Dare to be different! Join the Quarterly, 4
Walls Literary Magazine. Meetings every
Friday in room 113A Student Center.
-Kim(2A15)-Thanks for putting up with all
my crap! Monte
-Happy Birthday Helena! Love your Delta
Phi Epsilon Sisters
-Kris,Bare,Ari,John,Todd, & Candy- I miss
the togetherness and the relaxed, fun times.
Lets not let busy schedules get in the way
of some very caring Friendships. Love you
all!-Wendy
-To Anthony(Mike’s friend): You are soooo
hot and I want to jump your bones!!!! Love
a stranger in Blanton
-Bill(D—Chi) why don’t you be a real friend
and not be pulled by a string!
-Kat- Lets make LLunch!-Kimbo
-Jeanine— Yoo hoo- I’ll make you famous!
-Mary(Scarecrow) Lets take a break!
-Christine- We need more dip!
-Carolann— Where is my camera? Rem: Did
you have Scarlett Fever when you were
young? Me
-Allison-so you went with Ma...Yea!?!

-Mama and Roseann-I can verify that!!!!
-To the UGLIEST guy in Delta Chi, Don’t
leave any razors around your bed. You might
wake up with no eyebrows! Mr. Remington.
-Dear Plain Jane-How’s that "Potato sack
dress and ‘ehr’ skips" outfit doin’?
-Joann-Happy Birthday! Hope you have a
great one! Love your Roomie
-Lisa-Make your moves already with that
certain blonde kid down the hall!! Love,
Christine
-To the Aviator, Try not to hate, Love your
mate. Love, the Perculator.
-Sigmas- San Gennaro was awesome but let’s
not try to lose anymore next time! Bo
-Lynn and Laurie- I had a great time
Saturday night. Next time we’ll definitely get
Candy to go then all the girls from 306A
will hit the limelight. Love you guys!-Wendy
-Lisa Lisa-That pasta rocks! Aunt Grace
rules-Dense duffs and we got that po\er.
Andy
-To the wenches-Eat, drink and Beeeeeeeeeet
Mary!
-Ed Norton, O.K., O.K., O.K., U tub O’
Lard. Love Always
-Tracey, Do you know what a DUDE is?
-Sigmas... Thanks for making my Birthday
a very special one! I love you all, Nancy
-What’s the going rate for Prostitutes—about
$200 or so?
-David- Give Tree a cow lick for me. Mooooo
-Scott (Theta Xi)- If you can’t stand the heat,
get out of the apartment, or in your caseset off a fire alarm, (only kidding)
-Hey Kim and Steph-No molester! Love,
Mama Leone
-Joann, No throwing up!!!! With Love.
-Lisa, I’ve been known to sleep in Newark.
How’s smokey? Where’s the Rumpleminze?
-Brown eyed brats RULE!!!
-Sharonda!!!! I luv you even though you are
a Lennyite! Jacey
-Marie, I’ll never forget ‘our moment’ Love
your Best Friend
-Nancy, Joann, and Cindy-Hope your B-Day
was great. Love, M.D.K.
-Thanks to Jen, Rob, and Honey: The
counseling session went well. You really
made a difference.
-Hey Babe, This is MOMMY. Can you guess
who?
-The ABC’s of Greek life at MSC- Pledge!Fun- Party!!—
-To Debbie-1 love you! Congrats! When are
we going to hang-out? Your little
-Brett- Thanks for being so understandingToniAnn
-To Slut: Get a home. Sorry you got evicted.
P.S. Love ya, Psuedo Slut
-Marco- Does that we include the mouse in
your pocket?
-Hey Sigmas...Would someone please pet
Joannne? With love mama
-Dawn- What would I do without you, I’d
never find my keys. Love ya Carol
-Shar & Dee: uh, 1 really don’t think so,
uh, Sue. Luv, Chri
-Jen M. - I don’t think anyone saw you in
your underwear! Lv-Your roomie,C.
-Rich(Bohn 944) - Someone is watching you.
-To AIX- Thanks for the game! See you on
the football field. Love Iota
-PZ96- Best Friends. Love, Clem
-To my big the volleyball queen, I love you!
Your little
-To Dawn, I love you! Love FBBF
-Jeff, Don’t worry, I’ll take care of you
anytime! I love you! Jen
-Liz, Do I have to answer the door? LvChrissy
-NCL- I’m sorry!
-To Dawn in Iota- You’re sexy!!!!
-Phil, You Honeymooned!! Love always,
Kim
-To Anthony-(The kid who always wears the
hot pink hat)-I want you!!! Signed an
anonomous stranger.
-Patty (R.A. Blanton) I can’t live without
your love and affection. I’m desperate,
cuddly, and I’m interested.—The guy from
C.L.U.B.
;
-To my little man-I love you. Monsti
-Nancy-You slam dancin’ cow-milkin’
wench. Love, me
-Shovel-I want some!!!
-B.A.H.-You’re missed, thought about, and
loved. Love, J.M.B.

-BethAnne-1 love you! John
-Frank and Mary-Will you two talk and work
things out already. I can’t take it anymore!!
-Marie, Thanx for our talk! You are truly
a great friend! I love you! LM
-Kristin and Brian-Do the Diet Coke!!!
Signed, Me
-Matt- You,re my favorite- Always know that
-John Sulva of TKE- I want you!! Do you
remember me? Pookie
-Fabulana- Chaka needs to be fed more
seeds. Love, Euthanasia
-Krista, good luck in your new apartment.
When’s the first party?
-Ginger, good luck finding a roommate.
When’s the first party?
-Sloan, When’s the next party?
-Sharyn, When’s the first party? Or do they
call it a ‘mixer’?
-Steve, When’s the first party?
-Mike, Well be over to pick up some CD’s
today. Oh, by the way, When’s the first party?
-Dave, I think there might be a party tonight.
-Ginger- Are you on a mission to the Post
Master General? We hope you find it! Love
Your Roomates
-IOTA & TKE will rule Homecoming of
1990!
-Jack- Lookin Hot!!! Love The Sisters of
Iota Gamma Xi
-Ginger and Doodle- Have fun in Bos
ton...But not too much fun!(Unless Neces
sary) Love Sheila
-To the smelly guy in my Movement
Experience class- take a shower soon!!!!
-New Phys. Ed. majors- Join the Panzer
Student Association Now!!!
-Dirtmon-You have you’re twin! Now I need
a Date! Love, Scumball
-Jack and Mr. Oregano- Ha! Try again!
We’re always up! Love, Iota Nite Owls
-GO TO HELL ALL GREEKS!
—Let’s hear it for the parties in the 100’s!
-To the dude in my Lit class, I think you
are really hot. Maybe I will talk to you soon.
From the girl in the back of the class.
-Fuzzy, I love that new haircut- where can
I get one?
-Judy, Karen, and Patty- You guys are the
greatest roomies. I love ya! Onge
-Rich, I love your HOT BOD!! Love, Bare
-To the guy that lives in 101 at Clove, what’s
the DEAL!!!
-To the Ninja Turtle in 107A- Love those
tights!!! Andrea
-Jimmy, Mike, and Brad- Do you guys wear
tights too! Ha!
-Help! I can’t think anymore!
-To Phi Sigma Sigma- No Problem. The
Montclairion
-Petey and Lore-Our Monday night dinners
are great. We’re having London Broil this
week, Let’s chow down and put on the feed
bag like horses!! You guys are the closest
friends I have in the world. Love, Mikey
-Pat - HAPPY BIRTHDAY (a little early)!
Love, your soon-to-be neighbors again, Val
and Jess.
- You love him. You hate him. You want
him. Mike! A division of Walt Disney
Corporation, Inc.
-Rachel - Ciao! - Guess who

0

-To the guys in 106C- Let’s tear that wall
down and REALLY have a party! The
women of 107C
-Mimi- You drive great! Next time you can
sit in the back and bust on us! I still want
that Bowie tape, even though some songs
don’t work. You can tape Edie too! Andrea
-To the MSC Field Hockey Team- Kick butt
next Tuesday! Go Cindy, Beth, Jean,
etc...Luv, Roo
-Squally- Thanks for the party in your room
this past Friday night. It was a cosmic
experience we’ll never forget! Bare and Mike
-Hey Irving, Get the hell upstairs! Me and
Petey are going to play some pool! You got
a problem with that?
-Lisa (Field Hockey)- you are an ANIM
AL!!!
—304B- Congrats on getting through the
week with no fights!
-MSC- What an institution
-Mr. Matthew Wintner, You now owe me
for two weeks worth of football bets. I’m
giving you a chance to save face this week.
You better get your act together or you will
owe me your first born. Signed, Jimmy the
Greek of the Montclairion.
-Carol & Leighann- Thanks for staying
sober! Luv The Iotas
-Plastic Apples- How about some new tunes
before you become pie.
-Kar-(Iota) How many hands do you need
now?FRF
-Ginger(IOTA) Do you know anyone named
Mike? Luv Tracey
-Iota Gamma Xi- Is this the year it will
happen? TKE PZ88
-Zed Luvs Jen!!
-Crista- Keep it quiet over there! S&J
-I love the new edition to our family.-Jen
-To the guy in CLUB -Leave that pretty R.A.
in Blanton alone- shell toast you! From the
loveable, huggable, former legislator.
-Stephany in gameroom, get a divorce I want
your body!
-Mitch- You are so sexy! Keep wearing those
pants!
-Brian- Hi Honey! Love Sharyn
-107C- You better watch that TRAFFIC!
-Jen- There is absolutly nothing wrong with
Sally!!
-The Vicious Vibes rule!
-Duester- Let’s get another set of glasses, next
Tuesday night- A.
-Hey get these personals in so we don’t have
to make them up!!!!
-Jen- Tell them the “Vicious Metal Babe”
says HI
-Squall - Where the hell are you? Warns is
pissed.
-Rob (or should I say Bob?) - You’re looking
sharp lately. - The other editor in editing
-Jen Beck - Jen Beck - Jen Beck - Told you
I’d put your name in print! Love, Val
-To the older lady in my night class, You
annoy me.
-Lucia- Go to Italy and live it up! Love, Lena
-Lori- Buena Suerte, Bella. Lisa.
-Taran, Thanks for getting my key tag out
of the sewer. When it rains, it pours. Michelle
-Montclarion- Not only am 1 president of
the Montclarion, I am also a client. REB

WANT TO WAIVE THAT SPEECH CLASS?

s Register for the Speech Waiver/Placement

0
b

B Evaluation on Monday, October 1, or SI
0 Thursday, October 4. This evaluation is a
0 service offered to MSC students to deter
0 mine if they can waive the Speech Com
! munication Requirement. Times of registra
S tion are 10:00 to 5:00, and 6:00 to 8:00.
S The registration table will be outside the
Speech and Theatre Office, Room A126,
Life Hall. Registration fee is $20. For further B
information, contact Ruth Leopold, 8934217.

s
s
s
s

s
s

M other G oose and Gru M i l l

by B ill W atterson

Calvin and H obbes
LETS START AT THE BEGINNING
WHEN TOO HOP SOMETHING, TOI)
IHCtttSi WHAT TOU HATE TOU
COHBIHB , Y ---------V
y [ 1 DON! WANT
TO VEARN THIS !
I
)
ITS oompletelt
Ç
IRRELEVANT to

MM'S W E \ PRETTI GOOD
MATH LESSON ) I THINK
GOING Í
/ CALVIN SEES
THE IDEA NOW.

by M ike P eters

THIS ISNT
T Do n t .'
IRRELEVANT
I CAN GET
EVERSONE 1 ALONG EINE
needs t o
without math 1
KNOW TH IS . N------------------- S

- v
c

f - v
rra

I TOOK PENNIES AND SHOWED
HOW ADDING WO SUBTRACTING
THEM CHANGED HOW MUCH
MONET UE HAO. ITS NOT
SO ABSTRACT WAT WAV

I THINK HE
W IU . HEMS
HNIIN6 TUN
WITH IT BT
THE END

WAIT A
MINUTE

V->

Shoe

by J e ff M cNelly
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LAST CHANCE—

FOR ALL INTERESTED MEN!

COME EXPERIENCE TAU KAPPA EPSILON
FRATERNITY, SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 23,
1990 IN THE S.C. BALLROOMS!!!
JACKET AND TIE REQUIRED.

THE TIME IS NOW!

------------ - T K E ---------------n. .... -.l.

ji

JL

JL.

cm

............... .

.... .... TKE IS A CLASS ONE OF THE SGA.

• ••

S.C.
DWS:

7:00 a
C.L.U.B. is a Class I of SGA.
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Continental Airlines
Internship Program
Fall Semester 1990

A Great Way to Earn Free Travel
Business Students
Here is an excellent opportunity for you to gain invaluable sales/marketing experience with a major International
Airline.
Interviews will be held on Wednesday, Sept. 26,1990, from 1-4 pm in the Student Center. For more information,
contact Career Services from 9am - 4:30pm, Monday - Friday.
CONTINENTAL
Were working for your future.

Rap Show
Featuring
Boulevard Mosse & MC Drastic
Opening Act: The Cou

Sept. 25th
8pm - Student Center Ballroom
$3 Student * $5 Nonstudents
Class One Concerts is a C lass One of the SQA.

T-be

M OM S

ROTORS
-R-<

COMMCftOM. KOPLC

is searching for all types and ages to represent
for T.V., Commercial, films. Videos, Catalogue,
and Runaway work. No experience or training
required. NO F€€! Not a school or workshop.
-0 -0 -

FRESHM EN A N D
SOPHM ORES
Join the Marine Corps!
Officer Training Program:
the Platoon Leaders Class

•» -» -» 0 - » »

Cveryone Mint Visit Our One Of Kind Agency
O-O-O-ON
Today. (212)-268-7818. — -o -o -o -o -

Possible financial assistance
♦Train during the summer,
not during school
♦No obligation

JEWISH STUDENT UNION.
presoRts:
Moke V o ir O wn Sundae!

Take control of your future.
Call the New Jersey Officer
Selection officer at
1-800-OCS-USMC
Seniors are eligible to join the
Officer Candidate Class.

*

Make Now Friends
8-10 pm Student Center Rm 4A-412
Come je t to know the JSII!
Admission is FREE!
For information call 8 9 3 -5 2 8 0

¡1
«Se\51SS15

FEW HAVE THE POWER

JSU is a Class 4 organization of the S6A

ITS BACK!!!
The
C.G.I.
□ □ □

3 0 Pompton Ave. Cedar Grove
239-8912
Watch for our Grand Opening!

M usicn aD an cin g o □ Dining.

Up Stairs - Dance to your FAVORITE tunes.
Music & Lighting by Supreme Productions Opening Mid-September!
Down Stairs NOW OPEN Relaxed Atmosphere. Kitchen operated by Julio.
GREAT FOOD! Moderate Prices & Large Portions!
*
«
COLLEGE NIGHT Every Thursday (Watch fo r Specials)
FREE ADMISSION before 11:00 with coupon.
GRAND OPENING Sept. 19. Wednesday!!
Proper I.D. & Attire a must.

î

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Jl.

C.G.I. ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ * ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
? A D M IT
I
*

A

FREE /

+V

/
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W elcom e Back M SC
A lph a K apna P si
from.

The Only National Co-Ed Business Fraternity
H ea th er Abram s
J ill A rm strong
Ja n et Banu
Liz C am m arata
F ran k C anning
Jason Casper
M ich elle C hiaram onte
A m y C hiovari
Kara C orlett
A lb ert Cruz
F ran C ullen
A m y D u b iel
Jo a n n e E nw right
C asw ell Ew an
Jim G arzon
G erard G om ez
Joe G on d ek
Jo a n n e G ood rich
Joan n H illm a n
J ill H rick o
P a u l H uresky

D in a Iorlan o
Cam m y Jarvis
Lisa K aplan
K im K elly
Kara K enah
V ictor K orobka
M ich elle K ostek
C ollen K ruse
W alter K u lick
E llen M aguire
T ricia M alinchak
Josep h m arano
M ich elle M asotti
Lisa M essina
R ich M orrow
Chris M u ton e
T racey Najar
E d N izn ik
S iob h an O’Leary
D aw ne Orszewski
D an Q u iles

So why d on ’t you?

W e v e all done it

AKY
RUSH PARTY

A K P si is

8%

Free Pizza Free Pizza
Free Pizza Free Pizza
You are invited to
National Co-Ed Business Fraternity
In the Rat Mon., Sept. 24th

Z20HL------------———

C hristin e R eid in ger
B ob R ichey
K athy R ose
Sue Rush
Susan Sautner
M arianne S ch m id t
Jessica Sharp
W ayne S p iteri
Cheryl S ym in gton
R obert T ranter
A nne M arie Tyson
Steve U m oru
T ejal U padhyay
K atie V an d erm eu len
Amy Van V arick
L ori W ak efield
Steve W yka
DOC

Professional
Business
Brotherhood
Friends
Parties
Leadership

Pledging starts October 3rd!!
Membership has its priviledges

For more info on A K Y , please call 893-4233
or come visit our office in the basement of Morehead
A K Y is a Class One of the S G A
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Cohesion’s Comer
by M att Wintner
Roy Foster has given holes for Smith
The old Jets offensive scheme of run,
to
run through and time for Marino to
run, pass, and punt is now bringing the
throw
the ball. Although Marino has
Pittsburgh Steelers to the depths of the
been
sacked
fewer times in the last five
AFC Central. Now that Walton is a
years
than
any
other quarterback, it is
bitter memory, the die hard fans of
due
largely
to
his
quick release and not
Giants Stadium’s other tennant have
effective
pass
blocking.
W hile the
hope for a bright future.
number of times Marino has been sacked
In Bruce Coslet’s home coaching
is usually minimal, the num ber of
debut, the Jets beat an inept Cleveland
hurried passes has steadily increased.
Browns team 24-21.
Thus
the necessity to draft offensive
As the game came to a close, the
lineman was painfully obvious.
thoughts of many fans were the same.
For Sunday’s contest, the Dolphins
If only they could have held on against
may
have to try to get by without receiver
Cincinnati. True, an opening day win
M
ark
Clayton who didn’t play last week
over the Boomer Bunch would have been
with an injured hamstring. Clayton’s
sweet. However, football is a fourinjury is the same one he suffered early
quarter sport. So far in the two game
in training camp forcing him to miss two
Coslet era, one major factor has been
weeks of summer action. If Clayton isn’t
prevalent and will cost the Jets if it
ready, Marino will be looking for big
continues. The Jets have not found the
knockout punch needed to put away a . afternoons from Tony M artin, Andre
Brown, and an aging M ark Duper.
team that is reeling on the ropes waiting
The big question is can Marino get
for the halftime gun to sound. The ,
the
time he needs to throw against Big
strange aspect of it it ail is that they have
Blue? It is an extremely tough call but
the tools to put a team away, but for
the more experienced Giant defensive
some unexplainable reason can't get it
line
has a definitive edge. Simms and
done.
W
ebb
are two of the brightest young
Despite Sunday’s three point win, the
linemen in the game, but even the
Browns were able to make it interesting
craftiest veterans have found that
outscoring the Jets in the second half
stopping the Giants honor roll to be
14-0. Remember, the Browns aren’t
anything but a walk in the park. The
exactly the money team of the AFC. So
inexperienced line will help Leonard
what happens when a stronger team faces
Marshall more than anyone else. Mar
the Jets and like in Cincinnati get caught
shall
has two lackluster games under his
from behind late in the game ? Do we
belt
after
a long holdout and this could
have to hear the excuses of youth and
be his game to get back on track.
inexperience for letting games slip away
The Giants defensive backs also will
that should have been over by the third
be
dealing with inexperienced receivers.
quarter?
With
Clayton not at 100%, Walls and
So far, the Jets have exceeded the
D
uerson
should not have a m ajor
expectations of the media mid its fans.
problem
stopping
Martin and Brown.
Anything the Jets do right during a
Although
Duper
d<
rebuilding stage is a positive. However,
experience he has
if the Jets can find the“killer instinct'’
quality they so desparately need, an 88 season could be more than just a nice
thought.
Surprise. Surprise. The Miami Dol
phins are 2-0 and alone in first place
in the AFC East for the first time since
1984. After an impressive con» from
behind win against the Patriots and a
sound beating of the Bills, the Dolphins
will show what they are really made of
when they face the G iants at the
one of the leauges’poorest tackling teams
Meadowlands.
and have been terrible at stopping the
The Giants are a surprise to no one
run for years. The Giants should be able
as they played with the Dallas Cowboys
to control the Fish D-line the same way
posting a 28-7 victory to also be at 2they did Dallas.
0.
The battle of the undefeated at the
Meads is the best game of week 3 of
downfteld. Louis Oliver and newly
the NFL slate. Both All-World line
acquired Tim McKyer have solidified
backer Lawrence Taylor and Dolphin
what was the NFL’s worst econdary.
quarterback Dan M arino will line up
However, Simms could easily exploit the
against one another for the first time in
Dolphins linebackers who with the
their illustrations careers.
exception of John Offerdahl greatly lack
The Dolphins have been the early
speed.
season suprise. For the last five years,
The Vegas line makes the Giants a
Don Shula has relied on M arino’s apn
solid touchdown favorite. The seven
and an occasional prayer to win ballooks so good to take, but that’s what
lgames. This year is different with the
Mr. Bookmaker wants. Even though the
new found ground 'attack led by second
Meadowlands has been a friendly place
year running back Sammie Smithj The
for Marino, a pumped Giants team and
former Florida State star has rushdd for
fired up home crowd rattles the Fish.
215 yards and four touchdowns in the
Giants 20 Dolphins 10.
two Dolphin wins.
The Miami offensive attack has been
Other Winners Last week 2-1
helped considerably by offensive linemen
cobs +9 NFL BEST BETS 0-1
Richmond Webb and Kenneth Simms
seahawks +9
both acquired in this years draft. The
signed veteran
cards +9

by Glen Haerle
Here it is folks. Finally! S.I.L.C. sports
and activities are finally getting press
coverage. Every week, Cohesion’s comer
will give you previews and coverage of
S.I.L.C. sports. These sports include
one-pitch softball, flag football, volley
ball, basketball, indoor soccer and spring
softball.
One pitch softball play begins this
week. Games will be played Monday
through Thursday on the softball fields
by the track. The league is divided into
a Monday-Wednesday and TuesdayThursday conference. The two strong
favorites are Bob Richey’s Banshees,
who are the defending champs, and
Doug Fresh’s All-Stars.
According to Banshees coach Bob
Richey, “The main reason for our success
is because we play the game just to have
fun. This keeps our players loose and
relaxed.” Bob Richey’s prediction for the
upcoming season is that the Banshees
will repeat as league champs. “We only
lost a few players. The loss of shortshop,
Jim Litterio will hurt the most. We also
lost Bill Vogt, who will be missed.
However, his loss should prove to be
an asset to our team,” said Richey.
IB Steve Pizza- Your Balls
2B Bob Capelli- No Names
SS Steve Johansen- ZBT
3B Paula Korshalla- Co-Rec
O F Jeff Lawton- Gamblers
O F Doug Fresh- Naturals
SF Satph- Clam-Diggers
C John Fardella- Naturals
P Ferris- Banshees
D H Jim Soules- Gamblers

The other favorite, Doug Fresh, AllStars features a line-up which includes
four members from the all-Montclair
softball team of last spring. They are
Steve Pizza, Bob Capelli, Julio Ramos
and Fresh himself. Also contributing to
this strong line-up will be outfielders
M att Wintner and Jeff Kowalchek and
pitcher Gary Ferraro.
I pick these guys to win the cham
pionship due to the abundance of solid
hitting and the quality Ferraro’s pitch
ing.
Another strong contender in this
league should be the Midnight Digs, who
are a merger between the Midnight
Tokers and the Clam-Diggers. This team
is led by slugger Dan Roberts and Satch
who is a consistent hitter and outstand
ing fielder.
Other teams who could make some
noise come playoff time include ZBT,
the Gamblers, and the Wise-Guys, who,
according to Coach of the Year, Pat
Brunner “will kick everybody’s ass.”
The All-Star team listed below is from
the 1990 Spring tournament and was
selected by myself, the head statistician,
the head umpire, and S.I.L.C. President.
The qualifications for making the squad
includes hitting for average and power,
fielding ability, and importance to his
team.
Honorable Mention:
Julio Ramos- No Names
Jim Litterio- Banshees
Carl Buffalino- Gamblers
“Zipperhead”- Busters
Awards:
MVP: Jeff Lawton- Gamblers
Coach of the Year: Pat Brunner- Wise
Guys
Major Disappointment of the Year: Dan
Roberts’ Midnight Tokers
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DAN-DY. Dolphin quarterback Dan Marino and his newly
improved offensive line head to Giants Stadium for a battle
w iththe Giants.......................
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sports
Paul’s Preview
by Paul CioffI
with Matt Wintner
As an added feature to the Montclarion’s weekly football coverage, AllAmerican Defensive End Paul Cioffi will
be giving the reader an inside look of
each upcomm ing game. This week
Montclair State sets its’ sights on the
Wagner Seahawks in the 12th annual
Pride Bowl.
“We’re honored to partake in a game
with a good cause, but most of all we
get to renew a rivalry that had a year
off due to conflicting schedules.

Game Day
“I expect a hard-hitting, close game
early. The hogs will ware down Wagner
and a concrete “D” will set the tone.”
P.C.

Team Objectives
“Our main goals for this week will
have to be to eliminate penalties and
control the line of scrimmage on both
sides of the ball. The offensive hogs have
to take a ferocious Wagner “D ” and turn
them into swiss cheese.
“Defensively, we must swarm the
football, play hard non-stop football for
4 quarters, and intimidate their offensive
line.

Just Another Game
“We are not going into this game with
a revenge factor in mind. This is another
game on the way to a long term goal
which will hopefully be a playoff birth
and possible national championship.

G o t an inquiring m in d ? H ere’s so m e trivia
1. Name the only member o f
the 1980 U .S. Olympic hock
ey team that saw no action
during Olympic play ?
2. Who was the first player
selected in M ajor League
B aseb all's 1980 A m ateur
D raff?

r~

MSC College Football

3. Who caught Hank Aaron's
record-breaking 715th homerun ?

5. Name the U .S.F.L team
th at called B o sto n , N ew
Orleans, and Portland home.

4. In major league history
only four men have hit 40 or
more homeruns in a season
with 10 or more letters in
their last name ?

6. Who captained the 1976
U .S . O lym pic B asketb all
team ?
Answers next week

~1

Top 10

j__

1. Notre Dame
2. Florida State
3. BYU
4. USC
5. Auburn
6. Nebraska
7. Michigan
8. Virginia
9. Tennessee
lO.Miami(Fla)

9-12: MSC 5, Rutgets-Camden
9-15: MSC 2, Long Island U. 0
Record 5-1, NJAC 1-0

Women’s Terum :
__|

9-10: MSC 0, Rutgers-Newark 9
9-15: MSC 0, Trenton St. 9
Record 0-2, NJAC 0-2

9*15: MSC 0, William Smith ?
9-16: MSC 0, Skidmore College 4
Record 0-4

Sigma Sigma, Theta Xi, Alpha Phi
Omega and Lam bda Omega.
Competition was hot between third
and fourth place and first and second
Women’s Cross Country:
place. Sigma Delta Tau had 31 signa
Women’s Team: 6th Place,Trenton State
tures, Delta Kappa Psi had 36, Phi Alpha
Invitational.
brought 65, and the winner, Delta Phi
j Epsilon with 74,

s p o rts
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Red H aw ks claw E SU 23-6
By Matt Wintner

Asst. Sports Editor
Freshman quarterback Steve Banas
threw for two touchdowns and the
defensive unit looked mah-velous as the
Red Hawks pounded East Stroudsburg
23-6 Saturday night at Sprague Field.
The MSC defense was led by AllAmerican Paul Cioffi, who led the
barrage with four sacks, 10 tackles, and
a blocked punt. The blocked punt came
on the Warriors’ opening series and led
to a Jim Young field goal to give the
Hawks and early 3-0 lead.
Despite losing four defensive starters
to graduation, Coach Giancola’s squad
has not let up a touchdown in their first
two contests. Senior defensive back
Almar “Moo Moo” Dyer credits the
defensive success to a positive attitude.
1 think our defense is more agressive
and everyone is coming to play. Eve
ryone has turned it up a couple of
notches,” Dyer said.
MSC opened up its lead to 10-0 when
Banas connected on an 18 yard strike
to split end Erney Harris. The Red
Hawks drive was a solid ball-controlled
63 yard march, which also saw running
back’s Derrick McCoy and John Walker
making significant contributions.
1 he Warriors attempted to answer

back late in the first hall putting together
a 76-yard drive, culminating with an Ed
Detwiller field goal to make the score
10-3. The ESU field goal came with just
43 seconds remaining in the half, but
the Red Hawks would answer back
scoring on another Jim Young field goal
on the final play of the half.
Derrick McCoy took the ESU kickoff
to midfield and the Hawks were able to
drive 28 yards on just three plays, leading
to the Young three pointer. Montclair
State headed to the lockeroom with a
13-3 halftime lead and would never look
back.
The Hawks continued to open it up
in the second half, scoring on a 74-yard
opening drive. The key play of the drive
was a Banas to Harris short sideline pass
that Harris turned into a pretty 60-yard
pass play. With the ball at the ESU 12,
the Banas to Harris show contined as
the two hooked up for their second TD
of the contest to give MSC a healthy
17 point lead.
After the touchdown, the two teams
exchanged field goals to bring the final
score to 23-6.
The Hawks are now 2-0 as they head
into Saturday’s Pride Bowl showdown
against Wagner College. Wagner, who
was upset last week by an up and
comming Ramapo team 31-14, needs to
try and bounce back against a Red Hawk
team that has allowed just 6 points in
two games.

MSC must be ready for this contest,
as a second Seahawk loss could mean
no invitation to the NCAA post season
fiesta for Wagner.
Montclair and Wagner battled it out
in the 1988 Pride Bowl with Wagner
drubbing Montclair 51-28. Despite the
significance of the game, Coach Giancola is taking no special measures to gear
up his squad. “It’s a great rivalry between

two good teams, but we’re looking at
it as game number three,” Giancola said.
All proceeds from the Pride Bowl goes
to Project Pride,an organization which
consists of 19 different programs and
henifits approximately 15,000 Newark
youths. Project Pride also provides
scholarships for athletics and education.
Game time is schedueled for 1:30 at
Irvington High School.

It’s Gooooood! MSC placekicker Jim Young hits a 31-yard field goal in the closing
seconds o f the first half.Young connected on 3 of 4 attempts, missing a 47-yard try.

Soccer: men roll, women stumble
By Richard T.Green
Staff Writer
The MSC men’s soccer team, ranked
13th in the nation, continued their quest
to be repeat champions of the NJAC
by beating Rutgers Camden and Long
Island University with their high scoring
offense and gritty defense.
MSC has been tough on opponents
allowing only 5 goals, while scoring 26
of their own. MSC is currently 5-1
overall, 1-0 in the NJAC.
MSC outgunned divisional foe
Rutgers Camden 5-0 for their first
victory in NJAC play. MSC was led by
Scranton transfer Tom Estes, who
scored twice. John Rubinetti, Pedro
Aguiar and Vinny Palmiero each scored
one goal the winning effort.
Despite having a young and somewhat
inexperienced team , MSC defeated

Division I powerhouse Long Island
University 2-0. Coach Dave Masur felt
that good teamwork and defense was the
key to winning the game.
Masur was especially impressed by the
good defense of his goaltender George
Zavala, who held LIU scoreless in the
game and enabled the offense to seize
control.
Coach Masur is very pleased with his
team overall but feels this is no time for
MSC to let down their intensity because
Thursday’s game against Stockton State
be a hard fought battle.
Stockton State is undefeated going
into (Thursday’s game and might be the
toughest team MSC has played all year.
MSC realizes that if they are to
become repeat champions they must first
get by Stockton State and the rest of
the NJAC who are trying to become the
new champions.

By Michael Frasco

Sports Editor
In its inaugural season, the women’s
soccer team has already faced some of
the toughest competition that Division
III has to offer.
The team traveled to William Smith
College this past weekend to participate
in a weekend tournament.
In first round action, M SC faced
tournament host William Smith, cur
rently ranked number one in Division
III. The Red Hawks were soundly beaten
7-0. The following day M SC dropped
a 4-0 decision at the hands of eighth
ranked Skidmore College.
Despite the two losing efforts MSC
head coach, Peter Latartara said the
games were a good learning experience.
He added, “The team matured a tre
mendous amount.”
MSC has yet to earn a victory, posting
an 0-4 record.

The Red Hawks first game in the
school’s history was the closest they had
come to a win. At home against Stokton
State, MSC lost 2-1. Coach Latartara
said the players were nervous, especially
in the first half. However, in the second
half he noted his team played “a very
even game.”
The other loss was a 5-0 defeat to Drew
University, another tough competitor.
Putting the team s’ record aside,
Latartara gave his thoughts on what he
is trying to instill in his team. He said,
“I want to teach the players how to play
the game the correct way, by alot of
movement and skill. We must have tough
competition to learn this.”
Taking a slightly different approach,
Latartara said, “We have to earn our
bruises.”
For this season Latartara said if the
team reached four victories, it would be
tremendous. The main goal for the team,
he added, is to build up a strong defense
and learn.

